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Many hypotheses in origins of life research state that informational polymers likely 
appeared before coded protein enzymes. Replication of these polymers is a process 
essential for life to exist. However, a robust enzyme-free replication system has not yet 
been demonstrated. Among the challenges associated with prebiotic replication of nucleic 
acid duplexes is strand inhibition. Specifically, to copy information from a nucleic acid 
duplex, the two strands need to be separated to serve as templates. This separation can be 
achieved through an increase the temperature; however, upon cooling, the two template 
strands will reanneal before oligomers can bind to the template to form new copies. 
Another challenge involves structured sequences, which are associated with catalytic 
activity (ribozymes), but due to their structures, they are less likely to serve as templates. 
A third challenge is the transition between the duplex state and the active fold of a 
functional sequence. Finally, having sustained replication cycles through simulated 
prebiotic environments has not yet been demonstrated.  
     In this thesis I explain how the use of alternative solvents such as glycholine and UAcW 
can provide a way to circumvent the aforementioned challenges to promote replication of 
DNA and RNA duplexes. Additionally, I demonstrate how viscous solvents can provide 
the conditions for trapping of sequences in their single stranded, active conformation 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
Nucleic acids are essential for life. They are in charge of a lot more than just storing 
information. For example, mRNA can copy information from a DNA strand and transfer 
that information to direct the synthesis of proteins, which takes place in the ribosome. The 
ribosome is a molecular machine comprised of RNA and proteins, and the RNA is in charge 
of doing the catalysis for the peptide bond formation. tRNA is in charge of delivering the 
amino acids to the ribosome so a new protein can be synthesized1. Furthermore, other RNA 
sequences capable of catalyzing chemical reactions have been found in nature, for example, 
the hammerhead or the hairpin ribozymes are capable of self-cleavage at a specific site2-4. 
The discovery of RNA catalysis was so important that Altman and Cech were awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 19895.  
All of these discoveries led many researchers to support the RNA World hypothesis, 
which states that RNA could have been one of the first informational polymers at the 
origins of life6. It was proposed that RNA in addition of being in charge of information 
storage, was also fulfilling some of the roles that enzymes play nowadays as catalysts. 
Given this scenario, a lot of research has been done to explore ways in which RNA could 
catalyze its self-replication. Polymerase ribozymes that can self-replicate or replicate a 
template strand have been selected in vitro5,7,8, and non-enzymatic ways of template-
directed primer extension have been proposed by using activated substrates9,10. 
Nonetheless, all of this research has shown a lot of new challenges and more questions to 
be answered.  
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1.2 Challenges to prebiotic replication of nucleic acids 
Information storage and transfer is essential for life. However, the replication of 
informational polymers is still an unanswered question from the origins of life perspective. 
There are many challenges associated with this process, which have prevented efficient 
information transfer in a prebiotic way. Some of these challenges, which will be addressed 
in this work include the strand inhibition problem, the replicator-catalyst paradox and the 
transition between the duplex and the active fold of a functional sequence. 
First, when information is transferred from one DNA or RNA strand, the product 
formed will result in a duplex. This duplex prevents the two strands from serving as 
templates in further replication rounds. The strands can be separated by increasing the 
temperature, however, as the temperature is lowered, the two strands will reanneal before 
monomers or oligomers can bind to the template. This is known as the strand inhibition 
problem11-14. Previous studies of non-enzymatic replication have used a simplified model 
system with a single strand that directs the synthesis of its complement10,15,16, however, 
multiple replication cycles are not possible in these models. Another approach that has 
been taken to overcome the strand inhibition problem is the lowering of the melting 
temperature of a duplex, for example, by shortening the oligomers used or by using G:U 
wobble pairs17. Previous work in the Hud lab showed that this problem can be overcome 
by using a viscous environment, which slows down the reformation of the duplex and 
allows shorter oligonucleotides to diffuse faster and bind to the template allowing 
information transfer from the template strand11.  
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Related to this strand inhibition challenge is also the fact that after replication, an 
active sequence needs to transition from the duplex state to its active folded structure to 
perform catalysis despite the presence of its complementary sequence. This process is not 
favored in aqueous solution and even though there are some reports where ribozymes were 
obtained through template directed synthesis, they were not proved to be active in the 
presence of their complementary strand8,10,18,19.  
Another challenge associated with replication in the RNA world scenario is that if 
the templates possess catalytic activity, such as ribozymes or DNAzymes, then they are 
required to fold in very specific ways to be active. Such stable structures prevent them from 
being good templates for replication in aqueous solutions, also known as the replicator-
catalyst paradox12,20. Even in cases where an RNA polymerase ribozyme was used to 
replicate structured templates, degradation of RNA outcompeted template synthesis of new 
sequences18. In most cases, sequences that have been replicated are too short to have 
complex structures or are specifically designed to not possess internal structure21.  
Finally, the replication cycles that have been demonstrated are through PCR-like 
reactions, using a regular polymerase22, or a polymerase ribozyme8, in which individual 
nucleotides are added one a time, an enzyme is present and fast temperature changes are 
required. Non-enzymatic replication cycles were reported using activating agents to ligate 
two oligomers assembled on a template21, but the sequence was designed to not have any 
internal structure and continuous feeding of substrate was required.  
To overcome these problems, we propose the use of alternative environments with 
no water or low water activity. Previously, information transfer from one strand of a DNA 
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and an RNA duplex was demonstrated in glycholine, a solvent composed of glycerol and 
choline chloride in a 4:1 molar ratio. Glycholine lowered the Tm of nucleic acids, and 
slowed down the reannealing of the template strands, allowing oligomers to bind to the 
template. The assembled oligomers were ligated, demonstrating information transfer from 
one of the template strands. This study demonstrates a possible solution to the strand 
inhibition problem, one of the main challenges in nucleic acid replication11. A similar 
system is reported here to promote replication of both strands of a duplex, including an 
active sequence, thus overcoming the strand inhibition problem. 
Furthermore, glycholine promotes the folding of 2D DNA origami under isothermal 
conditions23. Therefore, it could potentially be used to promote the folding of active 
sequences once they are separated from their complementary strand, targeting the 
challenge of transitioning between duplex and active folds of a functional sequence. We 
validated this hypothesis by kinetically trapping a DNAzyme and a ribozyme in their active 
conformation in glycholine. 
Finally, multiple replication rounds of a DNA duplex were achieved through wet-
dry cycling in a urea and acetamide based solvent, something that had never been reported 
before. This simulates a more natural system, since the components of the mixture were 
likely abundant on the prebiotic Earth. It also simulates temperature and water content 




1.3 Nucleic acids in alternative solvents 
Nucleic acids are not just soluble in water, they are also soluble in other non-aqueous 
solvents. Previous studies have shown that DNA stability can be affected and it can acquire 
different conformations in the presence of additives or in non-aqueous environments24-27. 
The solvents that have been explored include deep eutectic solvents (DES). DESs can be 
defined as “systems formed from a eutectic mixture of Lewis or Brønsted acids and bases 
which can contain a variety of anionic and/or cationic species”28. Most DES are composed 
of a quaternary ammonium salt and either a metal salt or a hydrogen bond donor. The 
interaction between these compounds causes the decrease in the melting point of the 
mixtures as compared to the individual components28.  
DNA can be present in different conformations in these solvents. For example, 
DNA triplex structures and G-quadruplexes have been identified in reline (a eutectic 
formed of urea and choline chloride in a 2:1 molar ratio), and the Tm of DNA and RNA 
sequences in this solvent is lower compared to the aqueous solutions containing the 
individual components of the eutectic24. In this solvent, the human telomer sequence (HTS) 
DNA adopts a parallel-stranded G-quadruplex. HTS becomes kinetically trapped after 
quick cooling. For this particular case, the solvent composition and viscosity determine the 
folding pathway and kinetics of folding 25. This type of study can be extended to understand 
how other DNA and RNA sequences fold in alternative solvents and the dependence on 
the solvent compositions. 
Another non-aqueous solvent that has been used to explore DNA folding is 
glycholine, composed of glycerol and choline chloride in a 4:1 molar ratio. In this solvent, 
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DNA acquires the B-form helical structure, and folding of 2D DNA origami under 
isothermal conditions has been demonstrated23. Furthermore, information transfer from 
one strand of a DNA and an RNA duplex was possible with the aid of this solvent. 
Glycholine slows down the reannealing of the template strands, allowing oligomers to 
diffuse faster and bind to the template; these assembled oligomers can then be ligated to 
form a copy of one of the template strands. This study demonstrates a possible solution to 
the strand inhibition problem, one of the main challenges in nucleic acid replication11, 
which was used in this dissertation for replication of an RNA duplex.  
Finally, SELEX was recently used to obtain DNA aptamers that target gluten 
proteins in ethaline, a deep-eutectic solvent composed of choline chloride and 1,2-
ethanediol in 1:2 molar ratio. This study provides a method for selection of aptamers that 
can work with molecules insoluble in water29, demonstrating that DNA can be used in 
alternative solvents and provide solutions to current problems, such as low solubility of a 
target molecule.  
Overall, these studies demonstrate that the environment provided by the solvent is 
important to promote nucleic acid folding and the conformation of the sequences will 
depend on their surroundings.  Therefore, this thesis focuses on how the environment 
provided by the solvent can affect the trapping of functional sequences and replication of 
nucleic acids under different prebiotic model scenarios.  
The solvents that have been reported so far to evaluate the behavior of nucleic acids in 
viscous environments were not likely present in the early earth. However, they serve as 
good models to demonstrate how the environment can significantly alter the folding and 
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diffusion of nucleic acids. Under prebiotic conditions, solvents with low water content 
could have formed through water evaporation of a pool, leading to the increased 
concentration of solutes and resulting in a different environment (high viscosity, different 
dielectric constant, etc).  
 
 
Figure 1. The environment can promote different DNA conformations and 
processes. Glycholine can enable information transfer and promotes B-form 
DNA11,23. G-quadruplexes and triple helices have been reported in reline24,25. 
Aptamers specific for gluten have been developed in ethaline29.   
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CHAPTER 2. KINETIC TRAPPING OF A DNAZYME IN 
GLYCHOLINE 
2.1 Introduction 
Control over configurations of nucleic acids that can alternate between different states 
is crucial for the creation of switchable, functional nucleic acids. Switchable nucleic acids 
can have applications that range from development of nanotechnology30,31 to the selection 
of functional sequences which could have implications in the origins of life32. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, switching between the duplex and the active state of a 
functional sequence would be crucial to have replication and activity in a prebiotic 
environment.  
 It has been shown that molecular machines can alternate between active and 
inactive conformations through changes between environmental conditions. For example, 
variations in the chemical environment such as pH or salt concentration33-35 can drive a 
switch towards the kinetic or thermodynamic conformation, nanomachines require 
continuous feeding of fuel strands36,37, and some nano-switches require cooling rates of 
over 100 °C/ms35. Nonetheless, such drastic changes were unlikely to happen under 
prebiotic conditions, pH swings and addition of fuel strands can result in molecular 
crowding or high dilution after multiple switching cycles since they require constant 
addition of material to promote the switching, irreversibly changing solution conditions. 
Therefore, we explored other ways that could lead to the kinetic trapping of a structured 
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strand under mild conditions, without the need of continuous pH swings or extreme 
temperature changes (~100 °C/s). 
 Eutectic solvents have been demonstrated to affect the conformation of DNA24,25. 
In particular, glycholine was used to promote the folding of DNA origami23 and slow down 
the diffusion of long strands due to its high viscosity. These reports suggest that glycholine 
is a solvent that could be used to slow down the reannealing of complementary strands and 
thus favor the folding of intramolecular structures under mild conditions.  
Herein, we demonstrate that by varying the properties of the solvent, we can control 
the conversion between the thermodynamic (DNA duplex) and the kinetic (intramolecular 
fold) states of a DNA active sequence (DNAzyme). A self-cleaving DNAzyme (I-R3)38 
was selected for this study as a model sequence to evaluate the degree of intramolecular 
folding and self-cleaving activity depending on the conditions of the system. Based upon 
its predicted secondary structure, some variations were proposed to evaluate their influence 
in the trapping of the single strand.  
 
2.2 Selection of DNAzyme sequence 
There are many nucleic acid sequences that can catalyze reactions. Some of them consist 
of RNA (ribozymes) and are found in nature. For example, the ribosome, which performs 
the catalysis in protein synthesis, or the hairpin39,40 and the hammerhead ribozymes41,42, 
which hydrolyze specific RNA sequence targets. There are also DNA sequences that can 
perform catalysis, known as deoxyribozymes or DNAzymes43. Unlike ribozymes which 
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are found in nature, all deoxyribozymes that have been reported were artificially evolved 
in a lab44. For this project, a DNAzyme was chosen instead of a ribozyme because of its 
DNA is less prone to degradation than RNA and its secondary structure can be easily 
predicted. I-R3 is a self-cleaving DNAzyme. It belongs to class I deoxyribozymes, which 
have a catalytic core of 15 nucleotides and are active in the presence of Zn2+ (Figure 2). 
This particular sequence was chosen because it has a relatively simple architecture and has 
been well characterized38.  
 
Figure 2. I-R3 DNAzyme structure. The conserved catalytic sequence is marked in 
red, and the arrow indicates the cleavage site. Image taken from Figure 3 of Gu, H., 
Furukawa, K., Weinberg, Z., Berenson, D. F. & Breaker, R. R. Small, highly active 
DNAs that hydrolyze DNA. Journal of the American Chemical Society 135, 9121-





2.3 Kinetic trapping of DNA strands in glycholine 
The trapping of DNA structures in viscous solvents such as reline and glycholine has 
been previously reported11,23,25. However, the tunable properties of the system have not 
been exploited to control the degree of trapping and activity of a functional sequence in the 
presence of its complementary strand. We hypothesized that by changing environmental 
conditions such as cooling rates or viscosity, the system can be driven towards the 
intramolecular active conformation or the inactive duplex. 
 
Figure 3. The DNA duplex is kinetically trapped by forming intramolecular 
structures after heat cycling. After aqueous dilution with Zn2+, the DNAzyme 
cleaves itself, demonstrating that the trapped structure folded in its active 
conformation. 
 
The first aim was to demonstrate the formation of intramolecular folds of DNA 
sequences in the presence of their complementary strands (first two steps in Figure 3). To 
this end, a mixture containing the DNA duplex in glycholine was heated to 80 °C to 
promote denaturation of the DNA duplex (or 90 °C in aqueous solution), and then cooled 
back down to 20 °C, with a cooling rate of -48 °C/min (Figure 3). This test was done with 
three DNA strands of different lengths that form different structures, all of them with a 
fluorescein tag at the 5’ end to quantify the degree of trapping. The analysis was done 
through non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.  The structures analyzed were: 
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one hairpin (51 bases long that contains the active part of I-R3 in its loop), and the I-R3 
DNAzyme with two different stem lengths (49 and 80 bases long, Figure 4A).  
 
 
Figure 4. A) Secondary structures predicted by mfold45 of the sequences used. B) 
Gel displaying trapping over time for the short-stem I-R3. C) Degree of 
intramolecular trapping over time of the different secondary structures after 
incubation for 5 minutes at 80 °C in glycholine, followed by cooling to room 
temperature at -48 °C/min. 
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Overall, a higher percentage (>60%) of intramolecular structures were formed in 
glycholine, whereas in water only up to 20% of the strands were kinetically trapped (Figure 
4, time 0). 
Following the heating and cooling cycle, samples were left at room temperature for 
up to 4 hours in glycholine to evaluate if the duplex reformed within this period of time. 
The hairpin and the long stem I-R3 stay kinetically trapped in their intramolecular folds. 
And even if some photobleaching of the fluorophore is observed for long times, the fraction 
of kinetically trapped strands remains the same. On the other hand, the short stem 
DNAzyme reanneals with its complement after one hour which is a more favorable 
thermodynamic state. This could be related with a lower melting temperature for the short 
stem I-R3. The single stranded long stem hairpin has a Tm of 50 °C in glycholine, whereas 
the short stem I-R3 has a Tm of 27 °C (Figure 5). Therefore, incubation at 20 °C can lead 









Figure 5. UV-Vis melts of the single stranded hairpin and short stem I-R3 in 
aqueous solution and in glycholine. 
 
In addition to analyzing the duplex reformation kinetics in glycholine for up to 4 
hours, samples were diluted 6x in aqueous buffer after trapping the sequences to see if upon 
water addition the duplex reformed. Buffer with and without Zn2+ was added immediately 
after the heat cycle. There appears to be no effect in the trapping of the hairpin and the 
long-stem I-R3 after the dilution; these sequences remained trapped for the length of the 
experiment. The short-stem I-R3 duplex reformation slows down when the dilution buffer 
contains Zn2+ (Figure 6). This is likely because the active conformation requires Zn2+ for 
cleavage, so it is likely that the divalent cation favors the folding of the active site, slowing 
down reannealing with its complementary sequence.  
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Figure 6. Kinetics of duplex reformation after aqueous dilution for A) hairpin, B) 
short-stem I-R3 and C) long-stem I-R3. Black markers: glycholine (no dilution), 
blue markers: aqueous dilution after heat cycle with buffer, green markers: aqueous 
dilution with Zn2+ and buffer after heat cycle, gray line: heat cycle in aqueous buffer 
with slow cooling rate, red markers: slow cooling rate in glycholine, gray markers: 






2.4 Conditions that affect kinetic trapping 
There are various factors that could affect the trapping of intramolecular folds. In 
nanotechnology development, switchable nucleic acids have been widely explored in 
which the change between their conformations can be triggered by different environmental 
factors. Some of the most common factors that have been reported include variations in 
pH33,34 and ionic strength35. Such variations require adding other reagents or coupled 
reactions to promote the change in the environment, which result in variations of the 
concentration and complicates reversibility to the initial state. Furthermore, variations in 
viscosity of the solvent to favor the change between conformations has not been reported. 
Other factors that were analyzed to see whether they affect the trapping of the single strands 
include the cooling rate and the concentration of the strands.  
Assays in which the cooling rate was varied between -48 °C/min and -3.75 °C/min 
were performed to evaluate how the cooling rate affects the trapping of intramolecular folds 
and duplex reannealing. The two sequences used for this series of experiments were the I-
R3 DNAzyme and the hairpin which proved to have a higher degree of trapping in 
glycholine. Overall, with slower cooling rates, the formation of intramolecular folds 
decreases, favoring the formation of the duplex with its complementary strand (Figure 7A 




                  
Figure 7. Degree of intramolecular trapping under different cooling rates and water 
content for A) Hairpin (initial DNA concentration: 3 µM), and B) I-R3 DNAzyme 
(initial DNA concentration: 1 µM). C) Sample polyacrylamide gel that shows the 
single and double strands of the I-R3 DNAzyme in aqueous solution and glycholine 
with different DNA concentrations (all gels can be found in the Appendix). D) 
Concentration dependence on trapping: at 1 and 3 µM, the degree of trapping is 
consistent, whereas at 6 µM the duplex formation starts to be more favourable due 
to the higher concentration of the strands. 
 
Additionally, glycholine has the advantage of being miscible with water, which 
enables variations in solvent viscosity depending on the water content11. Therefore, 
trapping of these sequences was evaluated as a function of solvent viscosity.  It was 
observed that with higher viscosity of the solvent (higher glycholine %), there is a higher 
percentage of kinetically trapped sequences (Figure 7A and B, Glycholine % axis).  
The last variable evaluated was concentration of the duplexes, since lower 






















































































7D). At 1 and 3 µM concentration the fraction of trapping of the single strand for the I-R3 
DNAzyme is approximately the same, 0.88 ± 0.02 and 0.84 ± 0.04 respectively; while at a 
higher concentration (6 µM), the fraction for trapping for the single strand is reduced to 
0.62 ± 0.12.  
From these results, we can conclude that by tuning the environmental conditions, 
such as viscosity, cooling rate and concentration, the kinetic trapping of intramolecular 
folds can be controlled as desired.   
We hypothesize that such fluctuations in the environment, which lead to the 
formation of either the kinetic (intramolecular folds) or thermodynamic (double stranded 
duplex) states of a DNA strand, could have led to the selection of functional nucleic acids 
with particular secondary or tertiary structures in the prebiotic Earth.  
 
2.5 DNAzyme is active after folding in glycholine 
It is important to demonstrate that the trapped sequences can perform the chemical 
reaction they were designed to do after being trapped as their single strands under adequate 
conditions. DNA duplexes have been shown to conserve their B-form helix in glycholine23, 
consequently, we anticipated that the trapped sequences of the DNAzyme should be active 
given the proper conditions after aqueous dilution. It is important to note that I-R3 requires 
Zn2+ to cleave itself, nonetheless, nucleic acids tend to precipitate in glycholine in the 
presence of divalent cations. It is therefore necessary to make an aqueous dilution when 
Zn2+ is added. To demonstrate that the trapped strand can perform catalysis, the same 
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trapping experiment was done, and then the sample was diluted in aqueous buffer at pH 
7.4 with 4 mM ZnCl2 as proposed in Figure 3. The yield of self-cleaving activity from the 
trapped short-stem I-R3 sequence in glycholine in the presence of its complementary strand 
(black markers in Figure 8) is in agreement with the maximum activity achieved for the 
single stranded control in aqueous solution (green markers); whereas there is a very low 
yield of cleaved product after heating and cooling the duplex in aqueous buffer, consistent 
with the low degree of trapping under these conditions. This data is consistent with the 
higher degree of trapping shown in the previous section, suggesting that maximum trapping 
of the single strands in their active conformation can be achieved in a viscous solvent such 
as glycholine. It is important to note that even with the single strand control, 100% cleavage 
by I-R3 is hard to achieve. This DNAzyme is very sensitive to pH and ZnCl2 
concentration38. It has been reported that Zn2+ can form ZnO nanoparticles that can promote 
DNA adsorption and inhibit the cleavage reaction46.  
Overall, these experiments demonstrate that tuning of environmental conditions can 
lead to the trapping of structured folds and promote the folding of a DNAzyme into its 
active conformation. Therefore, the challenge for switching between a duplex state and the 
active single stranded conformation of a functional sequence can be solved by using a 
viscous solvent and varying some of the environmental conditions such as solvent viscosity 







Figure 8. Plots of cleavage yield with a sample gel image for self-cleaving DNAzyme 
in presence of its complementary sequence after folding in glycholine (black 
markers) and in aqueous buffer (blue markers).  A) Short stem I-R3. B) Long stem 
I-R3. Markers represent experimental data, and the lines are from exponential fits. 




One of the advantages of this system is that it does not require a change in pH or 
continuous feeding of strands as most molecular switches and machines do. Within the 
same system, just by changing the heating and cooling rate, one can drive the system 
towards the trapping of the single strand or the formation of a duplex.  We have shown that 
this is possible with two sequences that possess different stability. We predict that this 
system should work with any sequence that has a defined secondary structure.  
 
2.6 Sequence and structure modifications affect degree of trapping 
All experiments presented so far were done with a highly structured sequence. Even though 
in the predicted secondary structure shown in Figure 4 there appears to be a loop in the 
strands, this part is likely to be structured since the conserved active and cleaving sites are 
in this region. To test how slight and major variations in the structure can affect the trapping 
of intramolecular structures, some modifications were introduced in the IR-3 sequence, 
both in the stem and the loop: i) mismatches were introduced in the middle of the stem, ii) 
the active fragment of the DNAzyme (located in the loop) was substituted by an 
unstructured sequence, iii) a toehold was added at the 3’end of one stem, iv) an unstructured 
sequence was used for comparison. The same length of 80 nucleotides was conserved for 
all of these strands. The secondary structures predicted from mfold45 for these sequences 
are depicted in Figure 9 with the variations highlighted in light blue, and the sequences 




Figure 9. Secondary structure prediction of I-R3 and the modified sequences used to 
evaluate their effect on trapping: I-R3, Unstructured loop, I-R3 with mismatches, I-
R3 with toehold, Unstructured 80mer. 
 
2.6.1 Kinetic trapping of the single strands 
The same protocol for trapping in glycholine was followed. Briefly, the DNA 
duplexes were heated to 80 °C and cooled to room temperature at -48 °C/min. These 
sequences were not FAM labeled, instead the gels were stained with SYBRgold and EtBr 
after running them. EtBr was used for densitometry analysis, and SYBRgold was used to 
verify whether there were any unstructured single strands that remained trapped.  
As seen from Figure 10, I-R3 is the sequence with highest degree of internal structure 
of all the sequences that were evaluated. Following the original I-R3, the sequence that had 
the most trapping was the one designed to have an unstructured loop. This sequence still 
has the two fully complementary stems, which explains the high degree of trapping, 
followed by sequence that had mismatches within the stems. These mismatches lower the 
internal structure stability and thus favour rehybridization with its complementary strand. 
The sequence with a toehold showed almost no trapping, indicating that if there are enough 
free bases to which the complement can bind, then the duplex can reform through strand 
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displacement. Finally, there was no trapping observed for the unstructured sequence as 
expected. This doesn’t mean that the two strands did not remained separate from each other 
in glycholine, just that since there are no intramolecular folds, the two strands cannot 
remain trapped apart from each other given the experimental conditions; if the strands were 
trapped in glycholine, they are likely to reanneal during the dilution process required to 
load the samples in the gel. 
 
 
Figure 10. Comparison of trapping of single strands in glycholine for sequences with 
modified structures. 
 
2.6.2 Binding of oligomers to kinetically trapped strands 
Binding of short oligomers to a long template in glycholine was previously reported 
by He, Gallego et al11. However, in that case, the size difference between the template and 
the oligomers was of two orders of magnitude (the template was 3kb and the 
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oligonucleotides were 32 bases each). We hypothesize that such a difference in size length 
might not be necessary for the same process to occur, and that shorter oligomers and shorter 
templates might display similar results.  
A similar experiment was then performed with these 80 bp strands with different 
degree of internal structure in the presence of oligomers that are 4 times shorter and 
complementary to one of the duplex strands. The fraction of bound oligomers would 
provide insight on whether these sequences remain apart in glycholine for long enough to 
allow shorter oligomers to diffuse and bind to them. It would also provide information on 
how the internal structure could affect this binding of the oligomers. 
Briefly, oligomers that are 4 times shorter (20 nt) and complementary to one of the 
duplex strands were added to the mixture, with the 5’ oligomer containing a fluorescein 
tag at the 5’ end for ease of binding quantification. Followed by heat cycling in glycholine, 
the fraction of bound oligomers was analyzed. Similar degree of binding was observed for 
the unstructured sequence, the sequence that had mismatches in the middle of both stems, 
and the one containing the toehold, while less binding was observed for the sequences that 
had previously displayed higher degree of trapping (Figure 11). These results confirm that 
first, short oligomers diffuse faster than the template’s complementary strand as shown by 
their binding; and second, that intramolecular folding is not necessary for binding of shorter 
strands to occur in glycholine. In fact, very high internal structure can hinder the binding 
of oligomers to a template strand, but some degree of structure does not affect this process. 
Nonetheless, having a sequence with such a high degree of structure is unlikely to have 
evolved naturally under prebiotic conditions, since naturally occurring ribozymes such as 
the hairpin ribozyme have less hybridized bases in each stem47.  
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Figure 11. Binding of oligomers to one of the template strands after heat cycling in 
glycholine. Higher degree of structure results in less binding. 
 
2.6.3 Information transfer from trapped strands 
 Since there is binding of oligomers to these strands, then information transfer 
should also be possible as reported by He et al.11 Therefore, the same protocol from 
trapping and binding of oligomers was used, followed by an aqueous dilution with addition 
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of a ligase (oligomers were 5’ phosphorylated) to ligate the oligomers that were assembled 
on the template. Three out the five strands were selected with high, medium, and no internal 
structure for ease of comparison (I-R3, I-R3 with mismatches and unstructured 80mer), 
and different cooling rates were also evaluated that ranged from -0.5 °C/s to -0.25 °C/min. 
Information transfer was observed for all strands, and as seen with the binding, a higher 
yield of full-length products was observed for the unstructured sequence and I-R3 with 
mismatches, with higher yields for faster cooling rates (Figure 12). Nonetheless, the main 
product obtained for I-R3 is the full-length product, with a maximum ligation yield of 
approximately 1/3 of the theoretical maximum (25% - oligomers are in 4x excess compared 
to the template) for the fastest cooling rate. When the heat cycling was done in aqueous 
buffer, very low yields of product were obtained for the fastest cooling rates, corroborating 
that the viscous solvent is indeed slowing down the diffusion of the templates.  
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Figure 12. Information transfer from one of the strands from the duplex after heat 
cycling the duplex in glycholine (top gel) or in aqueous buffer (bottom gel) with 
different cooling rates. Information transfer takes place in glycholine for all three 
sequences, with higher yield for the unstructured strand and I-R3 with mistmatches. 
There is no information transfer of the strands in aqueous buffer unless a very fast 




2.7 Trapping and catalysis from a hammerhead ribozyme 
In the previous sections, it was shown that a self-cleaving DNAzyme can be trapped into 
its functional conformation and display cleavage activity after dilution in the presence of 
Zn2+. In addition, if there are complementary strands that are shorter than the template 
sequences, they can bind to the longer strands and promote information transfer. This 
suggests that having a trans- cleaving system (strand that cleaves a substrate that is not part 
of its sequence) should be possible if the substrate is shorter and at least partially 
complementary to the strand. To further prove that this is possible with more than only the 
DNAzyme, a cleavage experiment was done with a hammerhead ribozyme after trapping 
in the presence of its complement and its substrate in glycholine. The RNA used was a 43 
nt trans-acting hammerhead ribozyme sequence from Schistosoma mansoni48, which has a 
21 nt substrate as shown in Figure 13. This ribozyme was chosen because it has been widely 




Figure 13. Structure of the full-length hammerhead ribozyme. A) Base pairing 
interactions. B) Three-dimensional representation. Color matching between A and 
B. Images were taken from Figure 1 of Martick and Scott, “Tertiary Contacts 
Distant from the Active Site Prime a Ribozyme for Catalysis” Cell (2006) 126, 309–
32048. 
 
Since this particular ribozyme is much shorter than the DNA strands used in the 
previous sections and the substrate has less base paring interactions with the ribozyme, it 
was not possible to show trapping of the hammerhead ribozyme bound to its substrate in a 
non-denaturing gel. However, an indirect way of showing trapping is by testing the 
cleavage of the substrate after the heat cycling, the same way it was shown in section 2.5, 
in which the trapping results were consistent with the cleavage yields. Therefore, the 
hammerhead ribozyme was heat cycled in glycholine (cooling rate of -0.5°C/s) in presence 
and absence of its complementary sequence, with equimolar and 4x excess of substrate; 
after 10x dilution with MES buffer pH 6 and addition of MgCl2 to a final concentration of 
10 mM, the kinetics of cleavage were followed by gel electrophoresis (the substrate was 





Figure 14. Cleavage kinetics of the hammerhead ribozyme substrate after trapping 
in glycholine with 1:1 and 4:1 substrate to ribozyme ratio, and sample gel image. 
The gels from where these data was obtained are in the Appendix. 
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 Overall, the kinetics are not affected in the presence of 10% glycholine after 
dilution for the single stranded HHR in presence of excess substrate, but it is slightly 
reduced with glycholine when present in equimolar amounts. Furthermore, there is trapping 
of the active sequence with its substrate after heat cycling in glycholine in the presence of 
its complementary sequence. When equimolar amount of the substrate is present, only 1/3 
of the sequences were trapped, but if the substrate concentration is increased to 4x the 
concentration of the HH ribozyme, approximately half of the sequences got trapped (Figure 
14). These results demonstrate that shorter active sequences can also be kinetically trapped 
in glycholine in the presence of their substrate. 
 
2.8 Conclusions 
Changes in the environmental conditions are capable of driving a denatured strand 
towards intramolecular trapping or reannealing with its complement. There are different 
factors that can affect the degree of trapping. In this case, the viscosity of the medium and 
fast cooling rates will derive into a higher degree of kinetic trapping of a particular 
structure, but there might be other factors such as a decrease in the Tm that were not fully 
explored for this system. Furthermore, these structures can remain trapped for long periods 
of time even after aqueous dilution, which can then lead them to cleave or perform 
catalysis.   
Moreover, the degree of internal structure of a sequence can significantly affect the 
degree of trapping of the single strands. Higher structure leads to more trapping, and if 
there are free bases within the structure, such as toeholds or mismatches, then the trapped 
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strand can reanneal with its complement through strand displacement to the more 
thermodynamically favourable duplex.  
The degree of internal structure can also affect binding of oligomers and information 
transfer as has been suggested in previous reports20,49, nonetheless, information transfer 
was observed for all three tested sequences with low, medium and high level of 
intramolecular structure. Furthermore, information transfer can take place with relatively 
short strands, in a 1:4 size ratio of template to oligomer length. 
Finally, the trapping of a sequence in its functional conformation is not unique to a 
particular sequence, as it was shown not only for the I-R3 DNAzyme, but also for the 
hammerhead ribozyme. The relevance of trapping strands in their functional conformation 
is relevant and could provide an easy alternative to the methods currently used to isolate 
single stranded DNA in artificial selection of nucleic acids50. 
  
2.9 Materials and methods 
2.9.1 Materials 
Glycholine was prepared by mixing glycerol (from Sigma, 99%), and choline 
chloride (Acros Organics, 99%) in a 4:1 molar ratio. Before mixing, choline chloride was 
recrystallized in ethanol, and both, glycerol and choline chloride were dried under vacuum 
for >16 hours. The mixture was then heated up to 85 °C until a homogeneous liquid was 
formed.  
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Glycholine was kept dry under vacuum centrifugation for at least 12 hours before 
any experiments were done.  
All DNA sequences were purchased from IDT and purified through polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis. Some of the sequences of interest were FAM labeled on the 5’ end in 
order to quantify the trapping by densitometry analysis of the gels. 
2.9.2 Trapping of intramolecular structures 
Samples were prepared with 6x10-9 moles of the DNA in 6 mg of glycholine for a 
final concentration of 1 or 3 µm. The samples were dried under vacuum centrifugation for 
more than 8 hours. Then they were heated to 80 °C for 5 min and cooled down to room 
temperature at different rates that vary between -48 and -3.75 °C/min. Samples were then 
diluted in Tris buffer 20mM (pH 7) to a final concentration of 0.6 µM and loaded in a non-
denaturing 12% polyacrylamide gel. The gels were run for 1.5 hours at 150 V. Gels were 
then imaged on a Typhoon FLA 9500 laser scanner (GE Healthcare) at a resolution of 
50 µm. FAM fluorescence was measured using an excitation wavelength of 473 nm and 
the long pass blue (LPB) emission filter. 
2.9.3 Cleaving activity of DNAzyme 
The same process used for trapping was followed: Samples were prepared with 6 nano 
moles of the DNA in 6 mg of glycholine for a final concentration of 1 µm; after drying 
under vacuum centrifugation for at least 8 hours, they were heated to 80 °C for 5 min and 
cooled down to room temperature at -48 and °C/min. To provide the best cleaving 
conditions, samples were diluted 6x in aqueous Tris buffer 20mM (pH 7) with final 
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concentration of 2 mM ZnCl2. Samples were left to react for 30 min, and then 6 µL of 
sample were mixed with 6 µL of RNA loading buffer (95% formamide, 0.01% SDS, 0.5 
mM EDTA, pH 8). The samples were then heated to 90 °C for two minutes and placed on 
ice before loading in a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Gels were pre-run for at least 
30 minutes at 14 W and 45 V/cm before loading the samples. After sample loading, gels 
were run in these conditions for one hour. The gels were then imaged for FAM fluorescence 
as indicated above.  
 
2.9.4 Cleaving activity of hammerhead ribozyme 
Samples were prepared with 6 nano moles of the hammerhead ribozyme and its 
complement in 6 mg of glycholine for a final concentration of 1 µm, and 4x excess of the 
substrate. After drying under vacuum centrifugation for at least 8 hours, they were heated 
to 80 °C for 2 min and cooled down to room temperature at -0.5 and °C/s. To provide the 
best cleaving conditions, samples were diluted 10x in aqueous MES buffer 50 mM (pH 6) 
with final concentration of 10 mM MgCl2. Samples were left to react for up to 2 hours, 
with 5 µL aliquots taken over time. The 5 µL of sample were mixed with 1µL of 0.5 M 
EDTA and 6 µL of RNA loading buffer (95% formamide, 0.01% SDS, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 
8). The samples were then heated to 90 °C for two minutes and placed on ice before loading 
in a 22% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Gels were pre-run for at least 30 minutes at 14 W 
and 45 V/cm before loading the samples. After sample loading, gels were run in these 





Table 1. Sequences used for comparison of trapping in glycholine. 
Name Sequence (80 nt) 
Long I-R3 5’-AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT C-TA GTT GAG CT-G TCT GCA TCA CGA GGA 
/ ACT CGT GAT GCA GAC- GTT GAA G-GA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT-3’  
L I-R3 complement 5’-AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT CCT TCA ACG TCT GCA TCA CGA GTT / CCT 
CGT GAT GCA GAC AGC TCA ACT AGA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT -3' 
Oligomers I-R3_Oligo1: /56-FAM/ AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT CTA GT 
I-R3_Oligo2: /5Phos/ TGA GCT GTC TGC ATC ACG AG 
I-R3_Oligo3: /5Phos/ GAA CTC GTG ATG CAG ACG TT 
I-R3_Oligo4: /5Phos/ GAA GGA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT 
80mer_Unstructured 5’-CGT GTC AGT AAG CCA TTC GTG TTC CTC ATA GTC GTC TCA CCA 
GAT CCT CAT AGT CGT CTC ACC AAA TCC TCA TAG TCG TC-3’ 
80mer_Comp_Unst 5’-GAC GAC TAT GAG GAT TTG GTG AGA CGA CTA TGA GGA TCT GGT 
GAG ACG ACT ATG AGG AAC ACG AAT GGC TTA CTG ACA CG-3’ 
Oligomers 80mer_S1: /56-FAM/ CGT GTC AGT AAG CCA TTC GT 
80mer_S2: /5Phos/ GTT CCT CAT AGT CGT CTC AC 
80mer_S3: /5Phos/ CAG ATC CTC ATA GTC GTC TC 
80mer_S4: /5Phos/ ACC AAA TCC TCA TAG TCG TC 
Long I-R3 with 
mismatches 
5’-AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT C-TA GTT GAG CT-G TCT GCA TCA CGA GGA 
/ ACT CGT AGGA CA GAC- GTT GAA G-GA TTA TGA CAC TGA CT-3’  
Complement to L I-R3 
with mismatches 
5'- AGT CAG TGT CAT AAT CCT TCA ACG TCT GTC CTA CGA GTT CCT 
CGT GAT GCA GAC AGC TCA ACT AGA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT -3' 
Oligomers I-R3_Oligo1: /56-FAM/ AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT CTA GT 
I-R3_Oligo2: /5Phos/ TGA GCT GTC TGC ATC ACG AG 
I-R3_Mod_Oligo3: /5Phos/GAA CTC GTA GGA CAG ACG TT 





Table 1 (continued). Sequences used for comparison of trapping in glycholine. 
Long I-R3 with 
toehold 
5’- AAA GAT AAT C-TA GTT GAG CT-G TCT GCA TCA CGA GGA / ACT CGT 
GAT GCA GAC- GTT GAA G-GA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT CATAGA-3’  
Complement to L I-R3 
with toehold  
5'- TCT ATG AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT CCT TCA ACG TCT GCA TCA CGA 
GTT CCT CGT GAT GCA GAC AGC TCA ACT AGA TTA TCT TT -3' 
Oligomers TH1: /56-FAM/AAA GAT AAT CTA GTT GAG CT 
TH2: /5Phos/GTC TGC ATC ACG AGG AAC TC 
TH3: /5Phos/GTG ATG CAG ACG TTG AAG GA  




5’-AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT C- AGCCATTCAT-G TCT GCA TCA CGA GGA / 
ACT CGT GAT GCA GAC- CGTCTCA-GA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT-3’  
Complement to 
Structured sequence 
with unstructured loop 
5'- AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT CTG AGA CGG TCT GCA TCA CGA GTT CCT 
CGT GAT GCA GAC ATG AAT GGC TGA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT -3' 
Oligomers SS-UL_1: /56-FAM/ AGT CAG AAA GAT AAT CAG CC 
SS-UL_2: /5Phos/ATT CAT GTC TGC ATC ACG AG 
SS-UL_3: /5Phos/GAA CTC GTG ATG CAG ACC GT 
SS-UL_4: /5Phos/CTC AGA TTA TCT TTC TGA CT 
 
 
2.9.6 Calculation of thermodynamic values and secondary structure of the sequences 
used. 
 Thermodynamic parameters for the different designed structures were estimated 
through mfold45, with 0.1 M NaCl and at 20°C. Secondary structures and values are 
indicated in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Secondary structure and Thermodynamic parameters at 20 °C, 0.1 M 
NaCl, calculated through mfold 
 












ΔG = -33.92 kcal/mol 
ΔH = -240.40 kcal/mol 
ΔS = -704.3 cal/(K·mol) 
Tm = 68.1 °C  
ΔG = -0.57 kcal/mol  
ΔH = -48.20 kcal/mol 
ΔS = -162.4 cal/(K·mol) 
Tm = 23.5 °C  
ΔG = -11.20 kcal/mol 
ΔH = -171.10 kcal/mol 
ΔS = -545.4 cal/(K·mol) 
Tm = 40.5 °C 
    
Name Long I-R3 with toehold Structured sequence 











ΔG = -25.20 kcal/mol 
ΔH = -202.60 kcal/mol 
ΔS = -605.1 cal/(K·mol) 
Tm = 61.6 °C 
ΔG = -33.54 kcal/mol 
ΔH = -236.80 kcal/mol 
ΔS = -693.3 cal/(K·mol) 




CHAPTER 3. MODEL REPLICATION CYCLE OF AN RNA 
DUPLEX CONTAINING A RIBOZYME MOTIF IN A VISCOUS 
SOLVENT* 
3.1 Introduction 
There are some challenges associated with RNA replication under prebiotic conditions. 
One of these is the strand inhibition problem, where the reannealing of the two template 
strands is favored and prevents binding of mono- or oligonucleotides to generate copies of 
the template 12. Second, is the “replicator-catalyst” paradox, which states that the structure 
needed for RNA catalysis, prevents the sequence to serve as a template for replication in 
water 15,20. Third, also related to strand inhibition, is the transition between the replication 
duplex and the active state of a ribozyme49. 
Previous work by He, Gallego et al. 11 proposed a way to overcome the strand inhibition 
problem using glycholine. They demonstrated information transfer from one strand of a 3 
kb and a 545 DNA duplex was possible with this system. Building upon this work, we 
decided to explore the possibility of simultaneously copying both strands of a 613 bp RNA 
duplex to have a full replication cycle (steps 1-5 as shown in Figure 15).  
 
* This project was started by Christine He, and finished by me. It resulted in a joint first author publication: 
He, C., Lozoya, A., Gallego, I., Grover, M.A. and Hud, N. (2019) Solvent viscosity facilitates replication and 
ribozymecatalysis from an RNA duplex in a model prebiotic process. Nucleic Acids Research, 47, 6569–
6577. 
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In a similar fashion, oligomers 32 nt long were used, which are within length range 
reported for oligomers synthesized on mineral surfaces51.  Furthermore, oligomers could 
have promoted unfolding19 of templates and could have assembled on the templates in a 
variety of conditions. In this new system, however, there was the risk of having a variation 
of the strand inhibition problem because the oligomers that would bind to the templates to 
form the new strands would also be complementary to each other. Therefore, a competition 
between the oligomers binding to each other and binding to the template could emerge. 
Furthermore, based upon the results shown in the previous chapter, where active strands 
were kinetically trapped and proved to be active; the hammerhead ribozyme sequence was 
inserted in the middle of one of the template strands to demonstrate its activity after kinetic 
trapping in glycholine. 
We propose 6 steps of a replication cycle enabled by a viscous solvent as displayed in 
Figure 15: 1) separation of the two strands of the duplex by high temperatures; 2) trapping 
of the template single strands by formation of intramolecular structures in a viscous 
environment; 3) assembly oligonucleotides to the template strand can start to unfold the 
intramolecular structure; 4) complete coating of the template by oligonucleotides; 5) 
ligation of the assembled oligomers to form a new copy of the template strand, 6) start of 
a new replication round. Step 3* leads to the trapping of the active form of the ribozyme 





Figure 15. Cycle for viscosity-mediated replication of duplex RNA. In a viscous 
solvent thermal cycling of an RNA duplex (Steps 1-2) leads to kinetic trapping of the 
RNA in a folded, single stranded state. Shorter, more mobile oligonucleotides 
assemble on the template strands (Steps 3 and 4). Ligation of the assembled 
substrates (Step 5) completes the replication cycle, and another round of replication 
can begin (Step 6). The kinetic trapping of intramolecular structure also allows 
catalytic RNA sequences to access their active forms (Step 3*), which are 
inaccessible in the duplex state that follows replication. (Figure design by Christine 





















3.2 Assembly of oligomers to the template in glycholine 
First, we demonstrated that glycholine enables the binding of the oligomer 
substrates to the single strands of the RNA template, which corresponds to steps 1-4 in 
Figure 15.   To this end, a 613 bp ds RNA duplex was heated to 80 °C for 2 min and cooled 
to room temperature at a rate of -3.75 °C/min in presence of its complementary oligomers 
in glycholine. A total of 10 oligomers for each strand were used (S1 to S10, and S1’ to 
S10’), each was 32 nucleotides long, covering a 320 bp fragment from the template. One 
of the oligomers from each strand was labeled with a fluorophore (Cy5S4 and Cy3S4') to 
monitor the binding of the oligomers to their templates through an agarose gel mobility 
shift assay (Figure 16). The EtBr image indicates that the templates were trapped as single 
strands after heating and cooling in glycholine, and the binding of the oligomers can be 
followed by the Cy3 and Cy5 image. Quantification of the observed bands suggests that 
there is a higher percentage of the oligomers bound to the antisense template (Figure 16), 
consistent with the sense template having a more stable intramolecular structure. This 
demonstrates that even though there is a stable intramolecular structure on both templates, 
binding of oligomers still occurs in glycholine. There is no trapping or binding observed in 
aqueous solution or without heating and cooling in glycholine.   
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Figure 16. Solvent viscosity enables oligonucleotide assembly on both strands of an 
RNA duplex. (A) RNA oligonucleotides S1-S10 and S1'-S10' were designed to coat a 
320 bp region of the r613 template duplex. Oligonucleotides Cy3S4 and Cy5S4' are 
fluorescent markers for template binding. (B) Agarose gel showing the kinetics of 
oligonucleotide binding to the RNA template. The Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence images 
indicate that Cy3S4 and Cy5S4' bind to both the ss and dsRNA templates after heating 
and cooling in glycholine, but not in water. (C) Kinetics of Cy3S4 and Cy5S4' 
binding to the r613 template. 
 
3.3 Information transfer from both strands of the r613 template 
3.3.1 Information transfer from both strands of the r613 template with 32 nt oligomer 
substrates 
After demonstrating the assembly of the oligomers to the template strand, we 
proceeded to covalently link the oligomers that were bound to the templates, corresponding 
to step 5 in Figure 15. T4 RNA ligase 2 was used as a robust and efficient way of ligation. 
It is important to note that the enzyme was not added until the last step of the cycle.  The 
same template and oligomers used to see the trapping and assembly were used, with Cy3S4 
as a marker for synthesis of the sense strand, and Cy5S4' as a marker for the synthesis of the 
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anti-sense strand. All possible products are shown in lanes 5-9 of Figure 17A, showing that 
both strands can be simultaneously copied. These products are not observed if there is no 
heating and cooling, or if the same procedure is followed in aqueous solution. The intensity 
of the product bands is lower when both sets of oligomers are present, this is consistent 
with the oligomers being self-complementary and binding to each other in addition to 
binding to the template, resulting in a lower effective concentration of free oligomers which 
are competing between binding with themselves and binding to the template. 
Furthermore, we carried out the same experiment with shorter templates that range 
between 96 and 192 bp, which are closer in length to known ribozymes. All possible 
products are again observed in Figure 17B, proving that full templates with a wide range 
of lengths can be replicated by this system.  These results also demonstrate that it is not 
necessary to have overhangs at the end of the template for replication to take place, and the 





Figure 17. Replication of RNA duplex templates in glycholine. (A) Samples 
containing the r613 template duplex and oligonucleotides S1-S10 and S1'-S10' were 
thermal cycled and then ligated. The Cy3 and Cy5 images track synthesis of the 
RNA sense and anti-sense strands, respectively. In glycholine, copying from both 
strands of the r613 duplex is observed. (B) Glycholine enables replication from a 




3.3.2 Information transfer from both strands of the r613 template in the presence of 
random oligomers 
Simultaneous information transfer from both strands (replication) of an RNA duplex 
is possible with the aid of a viscous solvent. We used 2 sets of 10 oligomer substrates (32 
nt each) that were fully complementary to the template. However, under prebiotic 
conditions, more sequences were likely present in addition to the oligomers that are 
complementary to the template. Therefore, we also performed a replication experiment in 
the presence of random oligomers with increasing concentrations in presence and absence 
of the complementary oligomers (Figure 18). 
Replication is observed in the presence of random oligomers up to 64x the 
concentration of the template (lanes 2-8), while there is no ligation of the random pool of 
oligomers if the complementary oligomers are not present (lane 9). This further 
demonstrates that there is template directed synthesis of the new strands, and that the 
presence of random oligomer substrates does not interfere with the assembly and ligation 








Figure 18. Replication of an RNA duplex in the presence of random oligomer 
substrates in addition to the complementary S1-S10 and S1'-S10' substrates. 
 
3.3.3 Replication enabled by other viscous solvents 
He and Gallego demonstrated that information transfer was dependent on the viscosity of 
the solvent: higher viscosity led to higher yields, with highest yield achieved in pure 
glycholine which has a viscosity of 437 cP11, To further demonstrate that the replication is 
indeed dependent on the solvent viscosity and not the nature of the solvent itself, replication 
following the same protocol was followed in different viscous solvents: glycerol, which 
has a viscosity of approximately 1400 cP53,54; and reline, a mix of urea and choline chloride 
in a 2:1 molar ratio, which has a viscosity of above 1200 cP at room temperature55,56.  
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Figure 19. Replication of the r613 template duplex in glycholine, reline (2:1 mixture 
of urea and choline chloride) and glycerol. 
  
As shown in Figure 19, rreplication was observed in all three viscous solvents that 
were tested. The yield in reline is lower compared to the glycerol containing solvents. This 
could be due to the high urea concentration, a known denaturing agent for nucleic acids 
and proteins57,58. Urea might affect the hybridization of the oligomer substrates to the 
template and could also affect the activity of the ligase used. Nonetheless, ligation products 
from both strands were observed in all three cases, suggesting that this process is 




3.4 Substrate cleavage by HH ribozyme in r613 template and newly synthesized 
strands 
Lastly, we evaluated the catalytic activity of the hammerhead ribozyme contained 
within the template and in the ligated products obtained after one replication round. The 
same heating and cooling cycle protocol previously used for replication was followed with 
the 613bp RNA template (or the ligated products) and the HH ribozyme substrate present 
in 4x excess as compared to the HH ribozyme-containing sequence. 
 
3.4.1 Cleavage by the r613 template containing the ribozyme sequence 
As previously mentioned, the HH ribozyme sequence was inserted in the middle of 
the template used for replication. Since the strand is much larger than the ribozyme 
sequence (613 bp as compared to 43 bp for the HH ribozyme), it was important to verify 
that the template could still fold in its active conformation and be active within the longer 
strand. The strands were heat cycled in glycholine, followed by a 1/10 aqueous dilution 
and incubation at 20 °C for 1 hour in 2 mM MgCl2. The cleaved product is observed with 
a 20% yield as compared to the minimal hammerhead ribozyme used as control (Figure 
20). This reduced yield is probably due to multiple possible secondary and tertiary 
structures formed within the 613bp template that prevent binding of the substrate to the 
active site. No cleaving activity was observed in aqueous buffer, without thermal cycling 




Figure 20. HH substrate cleavage from a kinetically trapped RNA duplex. 
Schematic illustrating cleavage of the HH substrate (black) by the RNA template 
strand containing the HH ribozyme (orange) after thermal cycling in glycholine. A 
denaturing polyacrylamide gel shows that an RNA duplex containing the HH 
ribozyme can cleave its substrate. 
   
3.4.2 Cleavage by the newly synthesized strands containing the HH ribozyme sequence 
Finally, after showing that ligation of the oligomers can produce full-length 
products, is was important to prove that these newly formed strands were properly 
synthesized and contained the HH ribozyme sequence. This could be done by 
demonstrating substrate cleavage after the replication process. As a first approach, only the 
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antisense RNA strand was used as template to produce the strand containing the HH 
ribozyme using the sense oligomers. As seen in Figure 21, the sense strand was formed 
through template-directed synthesis from the antisense strand, and the newly formed 
product was capable of cleaving the HH substrate, corroborating that the sequence formed 
contained the active ribozyme.  
 
 
Figure 21. Hammerhead cleavage by the sense r613 strand synthesized from the 
anti-sense r613 strand using oligonucleotide substrates S1-S10 in glycholine. PAGE 




Then, a full replication round was done (both sense and antisense strands 
synthesized from the template duplex), in which the ligated products ranging from 192 to 
320 bases of 90 ligation reactions were PAGE purified and their cleaving activity was 
evaluated in the same conditions as the template. The product band observed in Figure 22 
corroborates that the ligated products were properly synthesized and can also be trapped 
into their active conformation, giving a cleavage yield of 9% as compared to the minimal 
HH ribozyme. It is important to note that in this case, the concentration of the strands 
containing the ribozyme is just an estimate since there are strands of different sizes, and 




Figure 22. Cleavage of the HH substrate is observed from products of viscosity-
mediated replication with r613 and oligonucleotides S1-S10 and S1'-S10'. 
 
 
3.5 Conclusions  
All these results demonstrate that a viscous solvent such as glycholine can favor 
the replication of templates that vary in size (100-600 bp) and intramolecular structure. The 
proposed system not only overcomes the strand-inhibition problem, but it can also be used 
to trap the templates and the ligated products in their active form, promoting catalysis. This 
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process likely occurs by slowing the diffusion of long templates, enabling the short 
oligomers to diffuse faster and bind to the templates, even in the presence of fully 
complementary oligomers.  
We have verified that long and highly structured sequences can be replicated at the 
same time as their complement. Thus, the use of such a viscous solvent and oligomers 
instead of monomers could help to solve the “replicator-catalyst paradox” that has 
prevented the replication of highly folded structures20.  
Glycholine was used as a model solvent due to its high viscosity and miscibility with 
water, and even though glycerol could be prebiotically formed59, there is no record of a 
prebiotic synthesis for choline chloride. Nonetheless, as replication was demonstrated with 
different solvents, this process is likely not unique to glycholine, and might have occurred 
under prebiotic conditions. There are a wide variety of prebiotic organic compounds and 
salts which could have formed mixtures that provided the adequate viscosity and 
environmental conditions through constant water evaporation and hydration in a pond or 
puddle for replication to take place.  
Overall, one full round of replication from an RNA duplex was achieved by using 
glycholine as a model solvent. This environment also allowed for trapping of the strands 





3.6 Materials and methods 
3.6.1 Materials 
Glycholine was produced as stated in section 2.9.1.  
DNA was ordered from IDT, RNA was ordered from IDT or Dharmacon, and the 
sequences were purified through PAGE unless they had been HPLC purified when ordered 
and looked clean in a polyacrylamide gel.  
3.6.2 Production of r613HHR template 
DNA templates were ordered from IDT as gBlocks, the sequences were taken from the 
plasmid pBluescript II SK(-), a phagemid excised from lambda ZAPII (GenBank 
accession: X52330.1). This plasmid was chosen as a model of a mixed, arbitrary sequence 
(i.e., not designed to have a particular sequence or base pair composition). A 43 nt trans-
acting hammerhead ribozyme enzyme sequence from Schistosoma mansoni48 was placed 
into the middle of the RNA template sequences. This is the same ribozyme used in the 
previous chapter for where trapping and cleavage was evaluated.   
PCR of the DNA templates was performed using NEB Q5 High Fidelity DNA 
polymerase using two sets of primers (IVT_S_FWD and IVT_S_REV, and IVT_A_FWD 
and IVT_A_REV) to produce separate dsDNA templates for in vitro transcription of sense 
and anti-sense RNA template strands. After PCR, amplicons were purified by PAGE in 
native conditions (0.5x TBE, 7.5 % polyacrylamide).  
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 Double stranded RNA templates were then produced by co-transcription of the 
sense and anti-sense DNA strands in the same one-pot reaction. 750 ng of each, sense and 
anti-sense strands, were mixed and transcribed with the HiScribe T7 High Yield RNA 
Synthesis Kit from New England Biolabs at 37 °C overnight. Then the DNA templates 
were digested with Turbo DNase (ThermoFisher Scientific) at 20 °C for 15 min. The 
produced ds RNA templates were purified by PAGE in native conditions (0.5x TBE, 7.5 
% polyacrylamide).  
 
3.6.3 DNA and RNA sequences used 




































Table 5. Oligomers used for binding and ligation assays (ordered from Dharmacon) 
S1 /5Phos/ UCAUCAUUGGAAAACGUUCUUCGGGGCGAAAA 
S2 /5Phos/ CUCUCAAGGAUCUUACCGCUGUUGAGAUCCAG 
S3 /5Phos/ UUCGAUGUAACCCACUCGUGCACCCAACUGAU 
Cy3S4 /5Phos/ CUUCAGCAUCU[Cy3]UUUACUUUCACCAGCGUUUCU 
S5 /5Phos/ GAGUUGCUCUUGCAGGUACAUCCAGCUGAUG 
S6 /5Phos/ GUCCCAAAUAGGACGAAAUGCGCGUCCGAGCU 
S7 /5Phos/ GGGUGAGCAAAAACAGGAAGGCAAAAUGCCGC 
S8 /5Phos/ AAAAAAGGGAAUAAGGGCGACACGGAAAUGUU 
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Table 5 (Continued). Oligomers used for binding and ligation assays. 
S9 /5Phos/ GAAUACUCAUACUCUUCCUUUUUCAAUAUUAU 
S10 /5Phos/ UGAAGCAUUUAUCAGGGUUAUUGUCUCAUGAG 
S1’ /5Phos/ UUUUCGCCCCGAAGAACGUUUUCCAAUGAUGA 
S2’ /5Phos/ CUGGAUCUCAACAGCGGUAAGAUCCUUGAGAG 
S3’ /5Phos/ AUCAGUUGGGUGCACGAGUGGGUUACAUCGAA 
Cy5S4’ /5Phos/ AGAAACGCUGGUGAAAGU[Cy5]AAAAGAUGCUGAAG 
S5’ /5Phos/ UCAUCAGCUGGAUGUACCUGCAAGAGCAACUC 
S6’ /5Phos/ AGCUCGGACGCGCAUUUCGUCCUAUUUGGGAC 
S7’ /5Phos/ GCGGCAUUUUGCCUUCCUGUUUUUGCUCACCC 
S8’ /5Phos/ AACAUUUCCGUGUCGCCCUUAUUCCCUUUUUU 
S9’ /5Phos/ AUAAUAUUGAAAAAGGAAGAGUAUGAGUAUUC 
S10’ /5Phos/ CUCAUGAGACAAUAACCCUGAUAAAUGCUUCA 
 
 
Sequence of hammerhead ribozyme, taken from Martick and Scott48.  
Table 6. Ribozyme and substrate used (ordered from IDT) 
HH ribozyme enzyme GCAGGUACAUCCAGCUGAUGAGUCCCAAAUAGGACGAAAUGCC 







RNA template sequences used for this project. 
 





CUUCA GCAUC UUUUA CUUUC ACCAG CGUUU CUGAG UUGCU CUUGC 






CUUCA GCAUC UUUUA CUUUC ACCAG CGUUU CUGAG UUGCU CUUGC 
AGGUA CAUCC AGCUG AUGAG UCCCA AAUAG GACGA AAUGC GCGUC 






UUCGA UGUAA CCCAC UCGUG CACCC AACUG AUCUU CAGCA UCUUU 
UACUU UCACC AGCGU UUCUG AGUUG CUCUU GCAGG UACAU CCAGC 
UGAUG AGUCC CAAAU AGGAC GAAAU GCGCG UCCGA GCUGG GUGAG 
CAAAA ACAGG AAGGC AAAAU GCCGC AAAAA AGGGA AUAAG GGCGA 





GGGGA AUAGU GUAUG CGGCG ACCGA GUUGC UCUUG CCCGG CGUCA 
AUACG GGAUA AUACC GCGCC ACAUA GCAGA ACUUU AAAAG UGCUC 
AUCAU UGGAA AACGU UCUUC GGGGC GAAAA CUCUC AAGGA UCUUA 
CCGCU GUUGA GAUCC AGUUC GAUGU AACCC ACUCG UGCAC CCAAC 
UGAUC UUCAG CAUCU UUUAC UUUCA CCAGC GUUUC UGAGU UGCUC 
UUGCA GGUAC AUCCA GCUGA UGAGU CCCAA AUAGG ACGAA AUGCG 
CGUCC GAGCU GGGUG AGCAA AAACA GGAAG GCAAA AUGCC GCAAA 
AAAGG GAAUA AGGGC GACAC GGAAA UGUUG AAUAC UCAUA CUCUU 
CCUUU UUCAA UAUUA UUGAA GCAUU UAUCA GGGUU AUUGU CUCAU 
GAGCG GAUAC AUAUU UGAAU GUAUU UAGAA AAAUA AACAA AUAGG 
GGUUC CGCGC ACAUU UCCCC GAAAA GUGCC ACCUG ACGCG CCCUG 
UAGCG GCGCA UUAAG CGCGG CGGGU GUGGU GGUUA CGCGC AGCGU 
GACCG CUACA CUUGC CAGCG CCCUA GCGCC CGCUC CUUUC GCUUU 





3.6.4 Assay of Cy3S4 and Cy5S4’ binding to r613 template 
The binding of the oligomers to the template was monitored through electrophoretic 
mobility in an agarose gel. The mixtures of the oligonucleotide substrates and the r613 
template were mixed in a 20:1 molar ratio respectively, the template duplex was at a 
concentration of 2.7x10-8 molal in 6 mg of glycholine. Samples were dried down under 
vacuum centrifugation overnight. They were heated to temperatures above their Tm 
(heated to 95 °C for aqueous buffer and 80 °C for glycholine) for two minutes and then 
cooled down to room temperature at a rate of -0.5 °C / 8 s. Samples were left at room 
temperature for the indicated amount of time (between 0 and 48 hours), they were then 
mixed with 6 µL of water and loaded in a 2 % agarose gel and subjected for electrophoresis 
(30 V for 10 min, and 70 V for 1 h 15 min). The agarose gel was then imaged on a Typhoon 
FLA 9500 laser scanner (GE Healthcare) at a resolution of 50 µm. Cy3 fluorescence was 
measured using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and the bandpass green (BPG1) 
emission filter. Cy5 fluorescence was measured using an excitation wavelength of 635 nm 
and the long pass red (LPR) emission filter. The gel was then stained with ethidium 
bromide in 1x TAE buffer with gentle shaking for 15 min and imaged using an excitation 
wavelength of 532 nm and the long pass green (LPG) emission filter. 
 
3.6.5 Ligation of assembled oligonucleotide substrates 
Samples were prepared in 2 mg of glycholine with the RNA template (r613) at a 
concentration of 4x10-7 molal (300 ng of template used per sample), and each of the 5’ 
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phosphorylated oligonucleotide substrates present in a 4:1 molar ratio to the template. 
Samples were dried overnight; they were heated to 80 °C (glycholine) or 90 °C (aqueous 
buffer) for two minutes and then cooled down to room temperature at a rate of -0.5 °C / 8 
s. Samples were diluted with water, 10x T4 RNA ligase 2 buffer (to a concentration of 1x), 
and 10 U of T4 RNA ligase 2 (New England Biolabs) were added, for a final volume of 20 
µL. After incubating at 37 °C for one hour, 6 µL of sample were combined with 6 µL of 
2x RNA loading dye (95% formamide, 0.01% SDS, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 8). The samples 
were then heated to 95 °C for two minutes and placed on ice before loading in a 10% 
denaturing polyacrylamide gel, 1x TBE. Gels were pre-run for at least 30 minutes at 14 W 
and 45 V/cm before loading the samples. After sample loading, gels were run in these 
conditions for one hour. The gels were then imaged for Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence (as 
described above) before staining with SYBR gold,  and then imaged using an excitation 
wavelength of 495 and the long pass blue (LPB) emission filter. 
 
3.6.6 Cleavage of substrate by r613 duplex  
Samples were prepared in 2 mg of glycholine with the RNA template (r613) at a 
concentration of 4x10-7 molal, and the substrate (FAM-labeled in the 5’ end) in a 4:1 molar 
ratio to the template. Oligonucleotide substrates were added in a 1:1 molar ratio to the 
template to a control sample to verify they had no effect on the cleavage activity from the 
template containing the HH ribozyme. Similar to the ligation assay, the samples were dried 
overnight; heated to 80 °C (glycholine) or 90 °C (aqueous buffer) for two minutes and then 
cooled down to room temperature at a rate of -0.5 °C / 8 s. Samples were diluted with water 
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and 10x T4 RNA ligase 2 buffer (to a concentration of 1x), for a final volume of 20 µL. 
After incubating at 20 °C for one hour, 6 µL of sample were combined with 6 µL of 2x 
RNA loading dye (95% formamide, 0.01% SDS, 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 8). The samples were 
then heated to 90 °C for two minutes and placed on ice before loading in a 20% denaturing 
polyacrylamide gel, 1x TBE. Gels were pre-run for at least 30 minutes at 14 W and 45 
V/cm before loading the samples. After sample loading, gels were run in these conditions 
for one hour. The gels were then imaged for FAM fluorescence, measured using an 
excitation wavelength of 473 nm and the long pass blue (LPB) emission filter, before 
staining with SYBR gold (as described above). 
 
3.6.7 Purification of ligated products and cleavage assay 
In order to demonstrate that the newly ligated products containing the HH ribozyme 
sequence were active, a set of 90 ligation reactions were carried out in parallel, each with 
5 mg of solvent, with 750 ng of template (4x10-7 molal) and each of the oligonucleotide 
substrate in a 4:1 molar ratio to the template. The same protocol for ligation as described 
above was followed. The solutions were then mixed together and concentrated using Zymo 
Oligo Clean & Concentrator columns. The products between 192 and 320 base pairs were 
purified by denaturing PAGE (1x TBE, 10% polyacrylamide, 8 M urea). The purified 
products were then used for a cleavage assay using the same protocol described in section 
3.6.6.   
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In the previous chapters, some of the challenges associated with nucleic acid replication 
were addressed: the strand inhibition problem, the paradox of structured sequences that can 
serve as templates, and the transition between the duplex and the active state of a ribozyme. 
However, multiple replication cycles were not possible due to an irreversible change in 
solvent conditions: added Mg2+ required for ligation could cause DNA and RNA 
precipitation upon water removal in glycholine. 
Multiple replication rounds under prebiotic conditions have been reported for PCR-like 
reactions, in which they use a polymerase (RNA-based or protein enzyme) to add 
individual nucleotides to a primer and use heat-cool cycles to promote replication8,22. 
However, the sequences that have been replicated by this method are relatively short and 
fast temperature changes are required to overcome strand inhibition. A different approach 
that has been taken for continuous replication, is the use of oligomers and non-enzymatic 
ligation by using activating agents such as EDC21, but the sequence was designed to be 
unstructured and the system was only composed of two oligomers that were ligated after 
assembly. Again, the main challenge for multiple replication rounds to occur is strand 
inhibition, and long sequences of more than 80 bp have not been reported to undergo 
continuous replication because they are also likely to form intramolecular structures. 
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Therefore, based upon the promising results we had observed with the glycholine 
replication system, our next goal was to achieve multiple replication cycles of a long duplex 
with the aid of a different environment provided by the solvent. 
As has been mentioned, glycholine prevented multiple replication rounds due to 
precipitation of nucleic acids in the presence of divalent cations after water evaporation. 
However, if this process took place in a pond or a puddle, then changes in the environment 
could have promoted different steps of the process through wet-dry and hot-cold cycles. 
These environmental changes, have been reported to favor polypeptide formation from 
amino acid and hydroxy acid building blocks60, as well as synthesis of building blocks such 
as nucleosides61.    
 Therefore, we sought to explore conditions that could bring the system closer to a 
prebiotic environment and allow multiple replication rounds through wet-dry cylcing. 
There is a wide variety of compounds that were likely abundant in the early earth, such as 
urea, acetamide, inorganic salts, amino acids, sugars, organic acids, etc.62 Consequently, 
mixtures of these compounds could have provided an environment favorable for replication 
of nucleic acids. Thus, our goal was to analyze the behavior of DNA and RNA under 
different mixtures and conditions containing some of these chemical compounds and 
investigate how these mixtures can provide an environment that promotes multiple 
replication cycles of these informational polymers.  
We propose a model very similar to the one proposed for RNA replication, highlighting 
the wetting and drying, as well as the temperature changes of the system to promote 
replication of a long duplex (Figure 23).  
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Figure 23. Representation of how an environmental cycle can promote replication. 
Water evaporates as the environmental temperature increases. The reduced water 
activity and high temperature promotes the denaturation of a template duplex. 
Upon cooling, the single stranded template can be kinetically trapped, allowing 
complementary oligomers to bind to the templates. The assembled oligomers can 
then be ligated upon rehydration of the system to form new copies of the template 
strands. 
 
4.2 Solvent selection 
Selection of a good solvent is crucial for this system, as mentioned, nucleic acids 
tend to precipitate in non-aqueous solvents in presence of divalent cations due to the change 
of the dielectric constant. We were also looking for solvents in which DNA could form 
duplexes and melt under mild conditions, and preferably consisting of prebiotic 
compounds. Based on previous experience with glycholine and reline11,23,24,63 and what 
was presented in the previous chapters related to viscosity dependence, we were also 
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looking for a viscous solvent that could promote the trapping of long sequences and slow 
their diffusion compared to the oligomers. There were many different mixtures that were 
evaluated, some of them based on different eutectics reported in the literature64-69, and other 
variations from those reported (changing the molar ratios or the hydrogen bond donor or 
acceptor). Some of the mixtures that were explored contained urea, acetamide, ammonium 
nitrate, magnesium chloride, zinc chloride, sugars, and organic acids. Among the mixtures 
that were evaluated, the ones that proved to work best contained urea mixed with acetamide 
and water in different proportions (abbreviated as UAcW).  
Some of the mixtures that were tested are displayed in Table 8. Among the challenges 
involved with these solvents was that they became solids upon cooling to room 
temperature, the ones based on organic acids had a very low pH, DNA was denatured due 
to the high concentrations of urea, or the high concentration of divalent cations could 
degrade RNA70. 
After running preliminary tests with the solvents that looked more promising and 
testing solubility of DNA in the presence of MgCl2, we decided to further explore the 
urea/acetamide/water solvent (UAcW) even though its viscosity was very low compared 






Table 8. Solvent mixtures tested for stability and DNA solubilization 
Components Molar ratio Observations 
Urea/ZnCl264 3.1/1 
Very viscous, there is precipitate formation 
upon addition of water (probably Zn(OH)2, 
DNA appears to be denatured in it 
Urea/ZnCl2/NH4Cl 
22.7/7.6/1 and 
other ratios Formation of crystals, not very reproducible 
Acetamide/ZnCl264 1/4 Not very viscous, too much zinc can affect the DNA 
Urea/Zn(OAc)2.2H2O65 
4/1 and other 
ratios 
Not very reproducible, formation of crystals 
over time 
(EtNH3Cl)/Urea66 1/1.5 Not stable over time, forms a solid 
Lactic acid/NH4OAc67 3/1 
Not viscous enough, pH is too low to work 
with nucleic acids 
Urea/FeCl2 1/1 to 4/1 
None of them formed a eutectic, iron was 
oxidized with the heating and upon exposure to 
air 
Urea/MgCl2.6H2O 4.5/1 Not very viscous, CD signal of DNA looks ok and melt is reversible 
Urea/MgCl2.6H2O/NH4Cl 4.5/1/0.1 4.5/1/0.2 
Slightly more viscous than the mix without 
ammonium chloride, hard to incorporate the 
ammonium chloride in the mix 
ChCl/MgCl2.6H2O68 1/1 Very viscous, but not really prebiotic (trying to stay away from choline chloride) 
Acetamide/MgCl2.6H2O 2/1 and 1/1 
Crystals never disappeared completely, solid 
after cooling 




Not very viscous, water and acetamide removal 
(on speedvac or in oven) increased viscosity 






Not very viscous, acetate can affect pH when 
water is added 
Urea/Acetamide/Water 1/2/4 Recommended by Bradley Burcar, not very viscous but DNA is soluble with MgCl2 
 
4.3 UAcW characterization 
First, we proceeded to evaluate the solvent stability and behavior under different 
conditions. Starting with a mixture containing urea, acetamide and water in a 1/2/4 molar 
ratio, water was removed either under vacuum or by heating at 65 °C. The composition of 
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the solvent varies slightly as demonstrated by NMR analysis of the mixture (Figure 24). 
Some acetamide is lost in the drying process under vacuum, which could potentially limit 
the number of replication cycles. This loss of acetamide was verified by drying pure 
acetamide on the speed vac and after one day, all of it was gone, verifying its volatilization 
under these conditions. Nonetheless, acetamide could easily be added during the 
rehydration phase in each cycle.  This is a very stable solvent, since there is no degradation 
of any of the compounds and no new peaks appear over time as can be seen by NMR 
analysis (Figure 24).  
 
 
Figure 24. (A) NMR spectra of UAcW drying at 65 °C or (B) under vacuum 
centrifugation. No new peaks appear over time, demonstrating there is no 
degradation of the solvent components. (C) Molar ratio of urea/acetamide 
determined from the NMR spectra, there is loss of acetamide, mainly after drying 
under vacuum. (D) Mass change over time represented as fraction of the initial mass 





To further explore different possible scenarios for driving out the water, samples 
were dried under different conditions71,72, and the mass was monitored over time. Initial 
volume of UAcW (1/2/4) was 2 µL, and water was added to a final volume of 25 µL. The 
rate at which water is evaporated varies depending on the conditions, but in most cases, 
except under high relative humidity (75%), it reaches equilibrium and a final mass below 
2 mg (Figure 25). 
  
 
Figure 25. Mass loss over time of hydrated UAcW under different drying 
conditions: 13% RH, 38% RH, 75% RH at room temperature, and 65 °C. 
 
4.4 DNA behavior in UAcW 
DNA and RNA are soluble in UAcW, even in the presence of divalent cations, such 
as Mg2+. A CD melt was done with a 32 bp duplex, and its Tm decreases as the amount of 
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water in the mixture is reduced (Figure 26). Additionally, the CD trace of the double 
stranded DNA in the UAcW solvent is very similar to the CD trace in aqueous buffer, 
suggesting that the double helix structure is not greatly affected in the solvent.   
 
 
Figure 26. (A) CD spectra of a 32 bp DNA in aqueous solution and in UAcW with 
different amounts of water. The B-form of the DNA does not appear to be affected 
in the UAcW solvent with low water activity. (B) Normalized CD signal from the 
heating traces of the melts at 278 nm with different amounts of water (markers 
represent the experimental data and the line corresponds to a sigmoidal fit to 
estimate Tm values). 
 
Based on the CD melts for the 32 bp sequence, the Tm decreases from 74 °C in 
aqueous buffer to 16 °C in the UAcW (1/2/1.2). A 641 bp DNA duplex was selected for 
the replication experiments, to demonstrate that long templates with different possible 
internal structures could be copied. As part of its characterization, melts were done in the 
UV-Vis spectrometer because a lower concentration is needed with this instrument. The 
Tm was estimated from absorbance at 260 and 270 nm since the amides from the solvent 
start to absorb at around 260 nm. Nonetheless, melting curves look clean enough to 
estimate the Tm of the DNA. For this sequence, the Tm decreases from 83 °C in aqueous 
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buffer to 28 °C in the UAcW (1/2/1) solvent (Figure 27). Given the decrease in the Tm of 
the DNA sequences analyzed in this prebiotic model mixture, extreme conditions such as 
high temperatures are not needed to denature the strands, thus decreasing the temperature 




Figure 27. UV-Vis spectra in UAcW (1/2/1) and in aqueous buffer; and melting 
curves for the 641 bp template (100 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris). The melting curves 





4.5 Assembly of oligomers on trapped template 
To verify whether there was trapping of the template in a similar way it was observed in 
glycholine, a heat cycle was done with the DNA template alone (641 bp long), and in the 
presence of the complementary oligomers. As can be seen in Figure 29, two bands appear 
after heating and cooling of the template in UAcW, representing the trapped and the 
double-stranded template. Furthermore, oligomers assemble onto the trapped template and 
remain bound for approximately 2 hours (Figure 29). The kinetics of duplex reformation 
in UAcW appears to be much faster with this system as compared to glycholine. This might 
be due to the lower viscosity of the solvent.  
 
 
Figure 28. Trapping of the template after heating and cooling is observed in UAcW, 
but not in aqueous buffer in a 2% agarose gel. Staining with EtBr confirms the 
formation of intramolecular folds within the trapped single stranded template 
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Figure 29. Trapping of template and assembly of oligomers on trapped template 
after heating and cooling in UAcW. No trapping is observed in aqueous buffer or 
without the heat cycle. Graphic representation of the bound oligomers based on 




4.6 Replication and selection of a ligase 
For this project, we define replication as a simultaneous template directed synthesis 
of a copy of both strands from a template. To achieve this, we use oligomers that are 
complementary to the template, the same way we did in Chapter 3. Once the oligomers are 
assembled on the template, we use a ligase as a robust method of ligating them. A ligase 
capable of ligating nicks in double stranded template is needed. It is important that it 
doesn’t ligate blunt ends, since the oligomers are complementary to each other, they will 
likely pair and this could lead to non-templated ligation of the oligomers.  
A 641 bp template was used, derived from the template originally used by He and 
Gallego11. Ten oligomers that are 32 nucleotides long complementary to each of the duplex 
strands were used for the replication assays. Heat cycling was done in 1/2/4 UAcW, 
followed by a 10-fold dilution with aqueous buffer.  
Three ligases that are capable of ligating nicks in double stranded DNA were 
evaluated: T4 DNA ligase, T7 DNA ligase and 9°N ligase (Figure 30). From these 
enzymes, T4 DNA ligase displayed better yields, but it is capable of ligating blunt ends, 
resulting in products without template as shown in lanes 1 and 2 from Figure 30. T7 DNA 
ligase and 9°N DNA ligase resulted in similar ligation yields, and none of them is heat 
deactivated. In absence of the template, up to trimers can be observed with the T7 ligase. 
On the other hand, 9°N ligase requires Triton X-100 in the buffer, a detergent which could 
cause problems for the ultimate goal of multiple replication rounds with the wet-dry 
cycling. Since these last two ligases seemed to be more adequate for our purpose and did 
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not exhibit a lot of blunt end ligation, we proceeded to evaluate and optimize their working 
conditions.   
 
Figure 30. Replication of a 320 bp fragment from a 641 bp template with different 
ligases: T4 DNA ligase, T7 DNA ligase and 9°N DNA ligase. Experiments were done 
in presence and absence of template to evaluate if there was non-templated ligation 
of free oligomers. 
 
To further evaluate possible conditions for the use of the ligases, different buffers 
and temperatures were tested with the T7 DNA ligase and the 9°N ligase. For the T7 DNA 
ligase, incubation temperatures of 15, 25 and 37 °C, with two different buffers: the T7 and 
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T4 DNA ligase buffer. For the 9°N ligase, temperatures of 40 and 50 °C were tested (Figure 
31). Overall, the trimers disappeared when the T4 DNA ligase buffer was used with the T7 
DNA ligase in absence of the template. This implies that there is less non-specific ligation 
and products that are longer than the dimers can be quantified. The yield with this ligase 
was better than the yield for the 9°N ligase. Therefore, the enzyme selected for further 
replication was T7 DNA ligase, with T4 DNA ligase buffer (at 1x: 50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 
mM MgCl2, 1 mM ATP, 10 mM DTT, pH 7.5 @ 25°C). 
 
 
Figure 31. Ligation of oligomers with T7 DNA ligase and 9°N ligase in presence and 
absence of template to verify there is no blunt-end ligation of free oligomers. 
Experiments were done under different temperature and buffer conditions to 




4.7 Variables that affect replication from a DNA template in UAcW 
With this new system, there are multiple variables that can affect information 
transfer from the strands. These variables include the amount of water present in the 
system, the heating and cooling temperatures and rates, as well as the overall composition 
of the solvent. Therefore, individual experiments to evaluate how these conditions can 
affect replication were explored.  
 
4.7.1 Water content in UAcW 
To evaluate how the amount of water present in the system can affect information 
transfer from the templates, replication experiments with known amounts of water were 
performed. In addition, different compositions of all three components were explored.  
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Figure 32. Ternary diagram that indicates the different molar fraction of each 
component of UAcW that were prepared and evaluated for replication. Blue dots 
represent compositions under which replication occurred, red circles indicate 
compositions under which the solvent was a solid at room temperature and were not 
used for replication, and red circles indicate compositions at which there was no 
replication observed. 
 
The ternary diagram in Figure 32 shows the different UAcW ratios that were 
evaluated for replication. Open circles indicate that the mixture remained solid despite 
heating or that it became solid upon cooling to room temperature, and therefore, these 
mixtures were not used in further experiments. As can be seen in Figure 33, there is a wide 
range of molar ratios that promote replication. It is important to note that the mixtures at 
1/1/1 and 2/1/3 tend to go to a solid if they are left at room temperature for a few days, so 
they were made fresh for this experiment.  
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Figure 33. Denaturing polyacrylamide gel showing replication of a 320 nt fragment 
from a 641 bp template is favored under different ratios of urea/acetamide/water. 
Molar ratio compositions Urea/Acetamide/Water as follows: A. 1/2/2, B. 1/2/1, C. 
1/2/4, D. 1/2/6, E. 1/1/1, F. 2/1/3, G. 0/1/1, H. 1/0/4. 
 
 There was no replication observed in aqueous solution (lanes 1, 2), when there is 
no heat cycling in either mixture (lanes 1, 3), or when the template is missing in UAcW 
(lane 4). Replication occurred when all three components (urea, acetamide and water) were 
present in the mixture and there was heat cycling. This corroborates there is no self-
assembly of the oligomers without template, and products are result of template-directed 
synthesis. Furthermore, replication occurs in the binary mixtures of acetamide/water and 
urea/water. This suggests that in addition to the trapping of the templates, there are other 
factors involved that promote assembly of the oligomers on the template, leading to 
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replication. The ternary mixture as well as the solutions with its individual components 
(urea/water and acetamide/water) reduce the thermostability of nucleic acid duplexes, 
promoting the single-stranded state 73,74. It has been reported that organic co-solutes that 
contain amides, such as formamide, increase the rate of strand invasion with short 
substrates to a hairpin 75. These two phenomena might be related, resulting in the trapping 
of the single stranded templates and the assembly of the oligomers onto the trapped 
templates that we observe. However, a more detailed study would be needed to really 
understand how the acetamide and urea are favouring this process. Nonetheless, it was very 
unlikely to find a pool only containing water and urea or water and acetamide in the 
prebiotic Earth. These results are showing that replication occurs in a solvent composed of 
prebiotic molecules such as acetamide and urea with different water content. More complex 
mixtures were likely present 4 billion years ago and having different ratios of these three 
components enables replication.  
 
4.7.2 Effect of salts in replication 
To further explore different scenarios and evaluate the robustness of this system, salts with 
divalent cations were added to the solvent mixture (Figure 34). Even though the yield of 
ligated products decreases with the presence of salts, replication was observed in all cases, 
including the concentration that has been estimated was present in seawater 3.2 billion 
years ago (lane 8 from Figure 34).76 This results corroborate the there is no one specific set 
of conditions or concentrations needed for replication to take place, it works in the presence 




Figure 34. Denaturing polyacrylamide gel showing replication with addition of salts 
in various concentrations. The indicated salt concentrations correspond to the final 
concentration after 1/10 dilution during the rehydration process for ligation. 
 
4.7.3 Drying conditions 
Based on the characterization from the system and as a preliminary experiment 
before proceeding with multiple replication rounds, we explored replication after drying in 
different conditions for varying periods of time.  
First, samples were prepared with an initial volume of 25 µL and dried at 65 °C for 
different amounts of time. Ligation yield was evaluated to find the conditions that would 




Figure 35. Replication of 320 bp fragment from a 641 bp template after drying at 65 
°C for different times. Initial volume for all samples was 25 µL which contained 2 
µL of UAcW (1/2/4) and 2µL of the 10x T4 DNA ligase buffer. The system requires 
drying for at least 2.25 hours for full replication to take place, and after 3 hours the 
replication yield starts to decrease. 
 
As seen in Figure 35, drying for at least 2 hours is needed to remove enough water 
to promote replication. If the mixture is dried for too long (more than 3 hours), the ligation 
yield starts to decrease, indicating that some water is still needed for optimum ligation, and 
some of the acetamide loss might also be related. Based on the mass loss analysis from 
Figure 32, approximately 90% of the total weight is lost, which is attributed to water 
evaporation, resulting in a final composition within range of the blue data points in the 
ternary diagram.  
Furthermore, we explored different ways of removing the water from our system. 
Drying at 65 °C could have been possible in a prebiotic Earth, nonetheless, as shown in 
Section 4.3, there are other ways in which water could be removed. Based on these results 
we decided to investigate if drying at lower temperatures with low relative humidity could 
provide similar results with longer drying times. To reach a similar water loss based on the 
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mass, up to 2 days of drying were required at 13 and 38 % RH at room temperature (see 
section 4.3, and Figure 25). Therefore, a ligation experiment after drying under these low 
relative humidity conditions for up to 48 hours was performed. Drying at 13% RH for 24-
36 hours, and at 28% RH for 36-48 hours resulted in full-length products after rehydration 
and addition of the ligase.  
 
 
Figure 36. Ligation after drying at room temperature with low relative humidity. At 
least 24 hours of drying are needed to observe full replication. 
 
Replication of the template is observed under very different conditions: various 
solvent compositions, presence and absence of salts, and different drying conditions and 
times. These results show that the proposed system is very robust and is not limited to a 
particular set of conditions. Without heat cycling and in aqueous solution, no ligation is 
observed, suggesting that temperature variations and low water content are important to 
favor separation of the template strands and assembly of the oligomers. 
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4.8 Multiple replication rounds of a DNA sequence 
4.8.1 Information transfer from one of the template strands 
After solvent characterization and evidence for replication within this system, the 
next step and ultimate goal for this project was to demonstrate that multiple replication 
rounds are possible. A preliminary experiment with information transfer from only one of 
the template strands from the 641 DNA duplex was done as a first approach to evaluate the 
conditions necessary for multiple replication cycles. Up to 5 drying/hydrating cycles were 
done, drying under vacuum for 1 hour to reduce the time of the experiment. No buffer (Tris 
and MgCl2), oligomers or template were added between each round. T4 DNA ligase, ATP 
and DTT were added during each rehydration cycle since T4 DNA ligase is heat 
deactivated and some of the ATP and DTT might be lost or consumed during the drying 
and ligating process. As shown in Figure 37, there is an increase of the ligated products 




Figure 37. Information transfer from one of the template strands during 6 wet-dry 
cycles. Product yields of products with lengths between 192 and 320 nt are shown in 
the plot, calculated as mole percentage of ligated products based on densitometry 
analysis from the gel. 
 
4.8.2 Replication rounds through wet-dry cycling 
After demonstrating that multiple rounds of information transfer from one of the 
strands are possible, multiple replication rounds (copying both strands at the same time) 
were assayed. A similar protocol was followed, with the difference that T7 DNA ligase 
was used instead because T4 DNA ligase can ligate blunt ends, producing ligation of the 
oligomers even without a template (see section 4.6).  
First, to evaluate whether it was necessary to add enzyme, ATP or DTT between 
each cycle, three wet-dry cycles were performed with and without addition of these 
components. Samples were dried for 30 min in a speed vacuum concentrator to save time. 
As seen in Figure 38, better yields were obtained when the ligase was not added after the 
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first cycle. This might be because with each addition of the ligase, glycerol (used for 
enzyme storage) is also added to the mix, which might be inhibiting the overall reaction. 
Moreover, addition of ATP and DTT within each cycle improved the yield. In this case, 
enough ATP and DTT were added to replenish approximately half of the initial 
concentrations. Some of the ATP will be consumed during the ligation reaction, and a small 
amount of both components might be removed/degraded during the drying process, so 
replenishing them helps with the ligation reaction.  
 
 
Figure 38. Denaturing gel and densitometry analysis from 3 replication cycles for 
the full ligation product using T7 DNA ligase, with and without addition of the 




Once the conditions were optimized for the replication cycles drying under vacuum, 
up to five cycles were done in triplicate without addition of ligase, buffer or DNA in each 
cycle. Only a small amount of ATP and DTT were added in each rehydration step. As seen 
in Figure 39, each cycle results in a higher yield of the ligated products.  
 
  
Figure 39. Five replication cycles were done after wet-dry cycling in UAcW. Drying 
was done on a speed vacuum concentrator, and the plot contains the fraction of 
intensity from densitometry analysis. 
 
Next, to simulate a more prebiotic environment, and based on previous results 
obtained for replication, instead of drying under vacuum, samples were dried at 65 °C for 
2.25 h. As with the previous experiment, T7 DNA ligase was added after the first hydration 
cycle, and it was not added in subsequent cycles (this enzyme does not get heat-
deactivated), and only a small amount of ATP and DTT were added in each cycle.  
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 There is an increase in replication products for the first three cycles. After the fourth 
cycle, products that were formed within the first three cycles start to degrade (Figure 40). 
This degradation is likely due to the constant heating of the samples, which results 
degradation of the ligase, template and substrates.  
 
 
Figure 40. Wet-dry cycling promotes replication. Gel displays 5 replication cycles 
drying at 65 °C. No ligase was added after the first cycle. Degradation is observed 
after the third cycle. 
 
Lastly, a similar test was done by drying under low relative humidity at room 
temperature, conditions that proved replication was also possible. The cycles with drying 
under low relative humidity at room temperature took approximately 2 weeks, since each 
drying cycle took approximately 36 hours. This resulted in even more degradation of the 
template and the substrates compared to the other two drying methods that were previously 




Figure 41. Replication cycles drying at room temperature under 13% relative 
humidity. 
 
 Overall, these results demonstrate that multiple rounds of replication are possible 
through wet-dry cycling. The drying conditions tend to affect the final yield after a few 
replication rounds, constant heating and long-term experiments tend to result in 
degradation of template and products. However, in the early Earth, there was likely a 
constant production of new strands that could counteract their degradation.  
 
4.9 Replication of an RNA system † 
If there was an RNA world or another pre-RNA informational polymer77, the 
system we have developed should still work and be applicable with different informational 
 
† This part of the project was done in collaboration with Bryce Clifton. 
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polymers. Since information transfer from one strand of a DNA duplex has been 
demonstrated, replication of both strands of an RNA duplex should be possible as well.  
The same template, oligomers and protocol for replication used in Chapter 3 were 
used for this assay, with an adapted protocol from the DNA replication experiments. 
Briefly, the RNA was dried and resuspended in UAcW (1/2/4), followed by heat cycling 
and aqueous dilution to promote assembly and ligation respectively. The ligation products 
obtained from the solvent composed of urea and acetamide are comparable to the results 
obtained in glycholine (Figure 42), and the yield appears to be better in the new solvent. 
These results suggest that such system is applicable to DNA and RNA, and therefore could 
be extended to similar informational polymers that might have been present before RNA.  
 
 
Figure 42. Replication of a 320 bp fragment from the 613 bp RNA template enabled 
by glycholine and UAcW (1/2/4). 
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Finally, to demonstrate that replication cycles are also possible with RNA in 
UAcW, a similar process to the one followed with DNA was executed. Initially, a test with 
and without addition of the ligase was done as a first approach to optimize the replication 
cycles, similar to the one done with the DNA system. As seen in Figure 43, there is no clear 
trend of increase in product yield for the full length (320 nt) product, however, if the 256 
nt product is used as reference, there appears to be an increase when the ligase is added in 
each cycle with ATP and DTT. However, it is important to note that results for this system 
are less consistent as compared to the DNA system. This could be related to the purity of 
the oligomers used11 and the higher tendency of RNA to hydrolyse. The T4 RNA ligase 2 
used for RNA ligation is reported to be heat deactivated at 80 °C for 5 min as indicated by 
the manufacturer, which explains why adding it in each cycle would be necessary to get 




Figure 43. Denaturing gel and densitometry analysis from 3 replication cycles for 
the Cy3 labelled 320 nt and 256 nt RNA replication products using T4 RNA ligase 2, 
with and without addition of the ligase, ATP and DTT in each cycle during the 
rehydration step. 
 
 Based on the results obtained, addition of ligase, ATP and DTT within each cycle 
appear to be the best working conditions for multiple cycles. Therefore, a duplicate of this 
experiment was performed, with three wet-dry cycles to verify its reproducibility and 
quantify the ligated products. Again, the trend is not as obvious as with the DNA system, 





Figure 44. Replication cycles of a 320 nt fragment from a 613 bp RNA duplex. 
 
 To further explore RNA replication, a shorter double stranded template of 192 bp 
was transcribed and purified (the same sequences used in Chapter 3). This template was a 
short fragment from the 613 bp template used in previous experiments, so the same 32 nt 
oligomers could be used as substrates. The same protocol was used to run up to 5 
replication cycles. As shown in Figure 45, there is an increase in the yield of ligated 
products with each cycle, and no degradation is observed. 
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Figure 45. Five replication rounds of a 192 bp RNA duplex promoted through wet-
dry cycling in UAcW. 
 
4.10 Conclusions 
A new solvent composed of prebiotic molecules was found to aid in the replication 
of DNA and RNA. This solvent enables solubilization of nucleic acids even under high salt 
concentrations containing divalent cations and lowers the melting temperature of the 
duplexes. This enables the use of mild conditions for strand denaturation and reannealing, 
simulating a more prebiotic environment. Furthermore, replication occurs under different 
solvent compositions and through different drying methods, demonstrating the robustness 
of this system.  
Multiple replication cycles are possible through wet-dry cycling, increasing the 
product formation in each cycle, without the need to remove divalent cations such as Mg2+ 
for the dry states. Such a system could have been formed on the early Earth through 
recurring cycles of wet-dry and hot-cold conditions throughout the day or the season. 
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Components such as urea, acetamide, and salts could have been present 3.5 billion years 
ago and provide the adequate conditions for replication of informational polymers even in 
the presence of salts such as NaCl, MgCl2 and CaCl2.  
 
4.11 Materials and methods 
4.11.1 Preparation of UAcW  
Urea and acetamide were purchased from Fisher Scientific and used without further 
purification. A mixture of urea, acetamide and 18.3 MW/cm water (Barnstead NanopureTM) 
in 1:2:4 molar ratio was prepared in a closed conical tube. The mix was then heated up to 
80 °C and vortexed constantly until a homogeneous solution was formed.  
4.11.2 DNA 
The 641 DNA template was purchased as a gBlock from IDT. The sequence was taken 
from the plasmid pBluescript II SK(-), a, phagemid excised from lambda ZAPII (GenBank 
accession: X52330.1). This plasmid was chosen as a model of a mixed, arbitrary sequence 
(i.e., not designed to have a particular sequence or base pair composition).  PCR of this 
sequence was performed using NEB Q5 Hot Start High Fidelity DNA polymerase, using 
the primers indicated in Table 10. Amplicons were then PAGE purified in native conditions 
(0.5x TBE, 7.5 % polyacrylamide). 
The oligomers used for binding and ligation were ordered from IDT and purified 























Primers used for PCR of 641 bp DNA template 






10 sense and 10 anti sense oligomers were used to demonstrate replication 
Table 11. Oligomers used for binding and ligation 
S1 /5Phos/ AGAACTTTAAAAGTGCTCATCATTGGAAAACG 
S2 /5Phos/ TTCTTCGGGGCGAAAACTCTCAAGGATCTTAC 
S3 /5Phos/ CGCTGTTGAGATCCAGTTCGATGTAACCCACT 
S4 /5Phos/ CGTGCACCCAACTGATCTTCAGCATCTTTTAC 
Cy5S5 /5Phos/ TTTCACCAGCGTTTCT/iCy5/GGGTGAGCAAAAACAG 
S6 /5Phos/ GAAGGCAAAATGCCGCAAAAAAGGGAATAAGG 
S7 /5Phos/ GCGACACGGAAATGTTGAATACTCATACTCTT 
S8 /5Phos/ CCTTTTTCAATATTATTGAAGCATTTATCAGG 
S9 /5Phos/ GTTATTGTCTCATGAGCGGATACATATTTGAA 
S10 /5Phos/ TGTATTTAGAAAAATAAACAAATAGGGGTTCC 
R1' /5Phos/ CGTTTTCCAATGATGAGCACTTTTAAAGTTCT 
R2' /5Phos/ GTAAGATCCTTGAGAGTTTTCGCCCCGAAGAA 
R3' /5Phos/ AGTGGGTTACATCGAACTGGATCTCAACAGCG 
R4' /5Phos/ GTAAAAGATGCTGAAGATCAGTTGGGTGCACG 
Cy3R5' /5Phos/ CTGTTTTTGCTCACC/iCy3/CAGAAACGCTGGTGAAA 
R6' /5Phos/ CCTTATTCCCTTTTTTGCGGCATTTTGCCTTC 
R7' /5Phos/ AAGAGTATGAGTATTCAACATTTCCGTGTCGC 
R8' /5Phos/ CCTGATAAATGCTTCAATAATATTGAAAAAGG 
R9' /5Phos/ TTCAAATATGTATCCGCTCATGAGACAATAAC 
R10' /5Phos/ GGAACCCCTATTTGTTTATTTTTCTAAATACA 
 
4.11.3 Replication in UAcW with varying compositions 
Samples were prepared by mixing 0.76 pmoles of the 641bp DNA template (300 ng) with 
each of the oligomers in a 4:1 molar ratio with respect to the template (5’ phosphorylated to allow 
ligation with the T7 DNA Ligase). After drying under vacuum centrifugation for 2 hours, the 
samples were resuspended by adding 2 µL of UAcW and incubating at 35 °C for 1-2 hours. Samples 
were then heated up to 65 °C for 2 min (or 95 °C for aqueous buffer) and cooled down to 5 °C at a 
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constant rate over 20 min (-0.5 °C/8 s). Samples were diluted with water, 10x T4 DNA ligase buffer 
(to a concentration of 1x: 50 mM Tris-HCl , 10 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM ATP , 10 mM DTT, pH 7.5 @ 
25°C) and 3000 U of T7 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) to a final volume of 20 µL. After 
incubating for 1 hour at 25 °C, 6 µL of each reaction were mixed with 6 µL of 2x loading dye 
(concentration at 2x is: 95% formamide, 0.01% SDS, 0.5 mM EDTA pH 8.0). Samples were heated 
to 95 °C for 2 min and then placed on ice before loading into a 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel 
(1x TBE, 8 M urea). The gel was pre-run for at least 30 min at 14 W, 45 V/cm before loading the 
samples. The gel was run at these same conditions for approximately 1 h and imaged on a Typhoon 
FLA 9500 laser scanner (GE Healthcare) at a resolution of 50 µm. Cy3 fluorescence was measured 
using the bandpass green (BPG1) emission filter, with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm; and the 
Cy5 fluorescence was measured using the long pass red (LPR) emission filter with an excitation 
wavelength of 635 nm. The gel was then stained with SYBR gold for 15 min and washed for another 
15 min before scanning with the long pass blue filter (LPB) with an excitation wavelength of 473 
nm. 
 
4.11.4 Replication in UAcW with different drying conditions 
Samples were prepared by mixing 0.76 pmoles of the 641bp DNA template with each of 
the oligomers in a 4:1 molar ratio with respect to the template (5’ phosphorylated to allow ligation 
with the T7 DNA Ligase), 2 µL of 500 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM MgCl2, 2 µL of UAcW (1/2/4) and 
water to a final volume of 25 µL. Samples were then placed either in the 65 °C oven or in a chamber 
with controlled relative humidity for the indicated amount of time to remove water. Then they were 
rehydrated by addition of 2 µL of 10 mM ATP and 100 mM DTT, 3000 U of T7 DNA ligase (New 
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England Biolabs) and water to a final volume of 20 µL. Samples were left to react for 1 hour at 25 
°C, and the same protocol as indicated above was followed to run the gel and analyze the samples. 
 
4.11.5 Multiple replication rounds 
Samples were prepared by mixing 1.14 pmoles of the 641bp DNA template (450 ng) with 
each of the oligomers in a 4:1 molar ratio with respect to the template (5’ phosphorylated to allow 
ligation with the T7 DNA Ligase), 3 µL of 500 mM Tris-HCl and 100 mM MgCl2, 3 µL of  UAcW 
(1/2/4) and water to a final volume of 25 µL. For the first cycle, samples were dried for 30 min 
under vacuum, or 2.25 hours at 65 °C and then rehydrated by adding 3 µL of 10 mM ATP and 100 
mM DTT, 3000 U of T7 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs) and water to a final volume of 30 µL. 
After leaving the samples to react for 1 hour, a 5 µL aliquot was taken, mixed with the loading 
buffer and stored in the freezer until all samples were ready to run in the gel. For subsequent cycles, 
a similar procedure was followed, adjusting the volume 25 µL before drying, then rehydrating to 
de adequate volume to keep the concentration of all components constant. For rehydration after the 
first cycle, only water was added (no ligase or buffer were added after cycle 1) with enough ATP 
and DTT to restore half the amount of what was present at the beginning of the reaction. Aliquots 






4.11.6 Densitometry analysis 
To estimate the total moles of product formed, the fraction of intensity from each band 
was divided by the fraction of the sequences containing the fluorophore label for each 
product size, and then multiplied by the total number of moles of each 32mer. For example, 
the fraction of total intensity would be divided by 1 for the 320 product and then multiplied 
by 4.49 pmoles which were initially added to the mixture, whereas for the 160 nt product 
the fraction of intensity would be divided by 0.83 (because 5/6 products formed would 
contain the fluorophore) and then divided by 4.49 pmoles. Then the resulting value could 








CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
Within origins of life research, there are many areas of study that focus on different 
aspects, such as the origins of building blocks that could then have evolved into polymers, 
the formation of polypeptides78,79 and nucleic acid oligomers80, formation of protocells81 
and compartmentalization82, nucleic acid replication12, etc. Throughout this work, the 
importance of the environment to promote kinetic trapping of informational polymers and 
their replication has been highlighted, but there are many questions that remain 
unanswered.  
 The RNA world hypothesis states that RNA could have served two functions: 
information storage and catalysis. Even though there are naturally occurring ribozymes, 
how they were selected by nature to perform their current functions is still a mystery. 
Artificial ribozymes and DNAzymes have been selected in-vitro, under very stringent 
conditions to perform one particular function and through multiple rounds of selection. 
None of these conditions simulate a prebiotic environment that could provide insight on 
how functional sequences might have formed initially. Related to this problem is the fact 
that information tends to be lost as it gets transferred multiple times, as demonstrated by 
Spiegelman’s experiment83, in which replication of shorter sequences outcompeted 
replication of the long ones. Proposed ways to avoid this problem are related to 
environmental conditions, one of them uses a flow system with a thermal gradient that 
leads to accumulation of longer sequences that could later be replicated22; another proposed 
solution involves transient compartmentalization in microdroplets to diminish the 
replication of the short parasite sequences84. Our proposed environment doesn’t 
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specifically target this problem, but we have demonstrated that with the aid of a low-water 
environment, templates of different lengths can be successfully replicated. In addition, 
structure of the templates, and not only the length, might also have played an important 
role for initial selection and replication of functional sequences.  
Another long-standing problem in replication is strand inhibition. This problem has 
prevented multiple replication rounds from occurring in multiple studies. The main 
approach that has been taken to solve this problem involves quick temperature changes8,21 
for PCR-like reactions and de-stabilization of the duplex by shortening strands or adding 
G:U wobble pairs17. We demonstrated that the strand inhibition problem can be overcome 
by the use of alternative solvents with no water or low water content, with mild heating 
and cooling conditions. This was demonstrated by the replication of DNA and RNA 
sequences in glycholine and UAcW, and multiple replication rounds were possible in the 
urea and acetamide based solvent.   
An additional problem associated to replication within the RNA world hypothesis 
is the replicator-catalyst paradox20. Structured sequences tend to display more problems 
for information transfer; however, internal structure is needed for a sequence to have 
function and fulfil its dual role as proposed by the RNA world hypothesis85. In our system, 
replication of long and structured sequences was possible with glycholine. We 
demonstrated that internal structure promotes trapping of functional sequences and does 
not necessarily hinder replication of the strands. In addition, the transition between the 
duplex and the trapped sequences can be controlled by changing environmental conditions, 
such as cooling rate and water content of the solvent.  Importantly, glycholine favours 
kinetic trapping of active DNA and RNA sequences in their active conformations despite 
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the presence of their complementary strands as demonstrated with the DNAzyme, the 
minimal hammerhead ribozyme and the hammerhead ribozyme embedded in a longer 
template strand. Nonetheless, we did observe a lower yield of information transfer with the 
most structured sequence, suggesting that there should be a degree of internal structure that 
can favour function, without hindering replication. 
For the replication process, we used a ligase as a robust way of ligation of the 
assembled oligomers. Enzyme-free replication has been widely studied, but there is still 
not a method that could be universally used with as much efficiency as the ligases used in 
this project, representing another big challenge in origins of life research. The use of 
compounds that activate the phosphate group of a nucleotide, such as EDC, have been 
proposed as a way to do primer extension and ligate oligomers21,86; however, they result in 
multiple side products and are very sensitive to the structure and sequence of the nucleic 
acids being ligated87. Ribozymes have also been evolved to work as ligases and 
polymerases8,15,19,88; nonetheless, multiple turnover is hard to achieve, and the yields are 
low, in particular when long and structured sequences are being replicated.  This 
demonstrates that even though significant advances have been made within prebiotic 
nucleic acid replication, there are still some challenges that need to be addressed.   
We first hypothesized that viscosity was playing a central role in the kinetic 
trapping of the structured sequences and long templates. The results obtained for 
replication and trapping of functional sequences in chapters 2 and 3 fitted with this 
hypothesis. However, when the UAcW solvent was explored, we realized that there were 
other factors that might be involved in the process, since the viscosity UAcW is close to 
the viscosity of water. Some factors that might be affecting this process could be the 
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lowering in the melting temperature, and it has been reported that the rate of strand invasion 
is faster in solvents containing amides75. Therefore, further research needs to be done to 
explain why some solvents with low viscosity such as UAcW can enable trapping and 
replication of DNA and RNA.   
Finally, some of the principles that govern the trapping of active sequences 
presented in this dissertation could be further applied outside of origins of life research. 
Single-stranded DNA production during aptamer selection can be an expensive and 
laborious task. For example, sometimes a chemical modification is added to the primers so 
they run different on a gel or so they can bind to biotin, which can raise the cost of 
production and bias the selection. Digestion with lambda exonuclease is also associated 
with high costs, and incomplete digestion leads to accumulation of dsDNA50,89. Glycholine 
provides a new and easy way of trapping the active sequences without the need of removing 
the complementary sequences. Moreover, recently, reline, another viscous eutectic solvent 
was used for in vitro selection of aptamers that could be used for gluten detection in food29, 
providing the first example of an aptamer selected specifically to work in a non-aqueous 




APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL DATA AND FIGURES.  
Not all experimental data was added in the thesis to make it easier to read and follow. 
Within this section are some supplementary figures of experiments that were done, as well 
as the gels used for some of the plots displayed throughout this document.  
 
Supplementary figures from Chapter 2.  
Short I-R3  
0 0.5 1 2 4 time (h) 
44.11 71.59 75.88 80.31 82.27 %Intermolecular duplex 
55.89 28.41 24.12 19.69 17.73 %Intramolecular fold 
 
Long-Cy3 L-Hairpin  
0 0.5 1 2 4 0 0.5 1 2 4 time (h) 
36.84 38.23 38.39 36.76 38.40 25.84 27.58 26.54 25.40 
26.4
7 Intermolecular duplex 
63.16 61.77 61.61 63.24 61.60 74.16 72.42 73.46 74.60 
73.5
3 Intramolecular fold 
            
Figure 46. Sample gels from Figure 4 that show kinetic trapping of the single 
strands that form intramolecular structures. Samples were heated to 80 °C for 5 





Figure 47. Raw gels shown for plot displayed Figure 7 for I-R3 DNAzyme. Kinetic 




Figure 48. Full set of gels from Figure 8 for the long stem I-R3. Self-cleaving kinetics 





Figure 49. Gels following cleavage kinetics of the hammerhead ribozyme substrate 
after heat cycling in aqueous buffer and glycholine with 1:1 molar ratio of substrate 




Figure 50. Gels following cleavage kinetics of the hammerhead ribozyme substrate 
after heat cycling in aqueous buffer and glycholine with 4:1 molar ratio of substrate 
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